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PORTLAND
STATE
UNIVERSITY
NINETEEN HUNDRED
AND SEVENTY-TWO

THE ANNUAL BOOK
OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND
PROSE BY STUDENTS
AND FRIENDS OF THE
UNIVERSITY
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"I parted company wnh the
army threeyearsago. 11 was a
typical httch. You know.all
those hol, dusty, dirty hllle
forts in 1hesouth, 1hen Nam.
and fmally Alaska. It was
hkea three year long sauna
bath complete wtth cold sh
"When I finally got out I
ended up 1n Pon land bu111
could have been L.A. or
Bismarck. South Dakota. lust
as easily. I didn't start
going to P.S.U . immediately.
I mean I kind of sat around
for a httlewhile, put in
some 'road ume' after that
and finally went to work Ion
prtvate detecuve agency. It
wasn't at all like Mannix. I
don't know which I hated the
most 1he actual work I was
doing or JUSt work 10 general.
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"I started a1 P.S.U. two years
ago when I needed money and
had to choose between robb1
a bank or letting the U.S.
government put me through
school. School seemed the
wiser decision at the 11me. Al
ftm I haled 11 but after a
while I 901 to like the idea
of a school that wasn't full
of the usual rah-<ah bullshit.
Now I'm majoring in Enghsh
and I could even dig going to
graduate school here. Don't
gel me wrong. this un1vers11y
has plenty of flaws, problems,
e1c., llke91ant classes. a
1eacher shonage and people
who would 1radegrass for
cement, leaving the Park
Blocks looking like some kind
Of bad dream from 1he 21 SI
centurv. I guess the best pan
of going 10 school here 1s the
fact 1ha1 nobody pushes you
II you want to get involved.
you can. On the other hand. if
you don't. you can be as
anonymous as Harold Stassen•

r.
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Something happened this year ...
Greg Wolfe said lhat i t was a
"s1a1eof financial exigency''.
Others said that 1hesludenls
were turned·oll by rhetoric,
burned-out by con frontauons,
turned inward in despair.
Bu t, the important truth was
more nearly tha1we1ook a
good look al ourselves and at
PSU and we laughed ..•
For if laughter is a ca1harsis
for grief, now then our
mourning is over.
We laughed quietly at first,
then ironically, then with
Increasing confidence ..• as
we looked around us at the
was1eand foolishness, the
petty decisions, lhearbitrary
impedimen1s 10 learning, the
absurd system of accounting
that curtailed spending for
needed academic programs while
allowing super1 luous building
to continue unchecked ... and
we se11led down to change
the Universi1y, w ith a li111e
help from our friends.
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At first, we changed by
simply not enrolling at PSU.
Tuitions increased. enrollment!
decreased. Vote with your feet.
as the old folks say. and
many of us did by walking to
the nearest community college
tor cheaper ful ly -transferable
credi ts. Voling via the ballot
box was yet another way to
effect change : the voting
age was lowered to eighteen.
ond over seven ty per cent of
us newly eligible to vote
registered at PSU. 1t madea
difference. too, asa
c igarette tax was approved
statewide thanks 1n large
pan to heavy support in
un1vers. ty areas. which would
have been grievously hun
had the tax monies been
withheld.
Draft law changes wiped out
I he 2·S student deferment
for 1he men. and nobody was
drafted ou t of 1heclassroom
this year • .. but the hated
war continued.
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One of us was killed this
year, not in the Mekong, but
shot down right ouLsidehis
house here in Portland. (Last
year we lost another brother.
an Arab brother, senselessly
and sad ly .•. I
From death through lire we
1raveled. meeting friends both
new and old along the way,
becoming lovers, becoming
wed. even becoming parents.
We even learned this year.
some from books and some from
friends and some from those
teachers who somehow
transcended caste I1nes and
met us more than half-way.
(There must be a special Hell
for bad teachers where they
all are condemned forever to
listen to poorly prepared
lec tures delivered in an
unintellig ible monotone.)
(T hose of us students who are
mattent iveand lazy are. of
course, living our own hell
and impasing It upon our
friendsas well.)
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But thecredit·hoursystemdid
make n1nn1esof us all, except
those enrolled 1n mnovauve
Honors programs. Lectures

and sequences> They smacked
of the Medieval approach to
Grace through paid
absolu11onsand d1SPensat1ons.
No, 1heanswerswerenot
e-.is1ly apparent.
Yes. 1110 age-old questions
wc1e s1ill 10 be asked •..
by each Woman and Man alike
"Who am PWhatdoes 11 mlliln
10 b<l ii c1t1zen of the USA'
Does 11 man er> Why? What is
10 b<l done> How may we all
hve together m peace>"
For some of us Reh91on was
the Rock-Jesus or Krishna.
Faith of another son
anchored many of the rest of
us. We began to understand
that our Earth is Whole. that
weareonewi1hall living
things whether air, water.
earth, or fellow creatures.
We began to truly KNOW that
we survive together or
perish together.

'
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So, here we were, ten thousand
strong, beginning to come
together again. We studied,
we worked. and we got-off each
in our own ways.
And this year we laughed,
because we reali ied that the
luture is ours if only we have
thewi tsandwill .• . We
can make the Desert bloom.
Incred ible work. but this
time-no t for vast personal
wealth and meretricious
values- I or healthy human belr¥)1
in a harmonious communi ty in
a whole world.
Utopian? Yep!
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Las1 summer construc11on began on electric lights and surrounded by
1he long-awa11ed. au lo-free, Penland concrete. survive?
State Mall in the Park Blocks
Then the pouring stopped and the
adjacent 10 the Un1vers11y.
muddy areas could be imagined
The firs! revela11on after the streets filled w11h grass. No automobiles
were ripped up was 1he acres of
circled 1he blocks 1railing poison
sand under the fool or two of top
gasses and burning rubber. On sunny
soil. A multi-million conglomerate
days people were sluing on the
built on a pile of sand. Really
newly ins1alled benches. A bagpiper
jusl an old river bank waiting for
strides through amazing the children
the Willamene River 10 claim 11
and dogs: frisbees fly; and no curbs
again.
bar the wheelchairs from passing.
The next revelation was the
subterranean stream running benea1h A large wooden play s1ructure is
the Park Blocks that is used to
erec1ed much to the deligh1 of
coal the buildings In lhe summer.
lhe children in the PSU Child Care
Center.
Ah yes. how about a mill race
fiowmg 1hrough the Park Blocks.
Never mind the concre1e tree
stumps with !heir blinding ligh1s:
laying on the grassy banks. catching
trou1 and drinking wine between
smaller bulbs can be pul in.
c lasses? Bui no. 1he C11y of
Ponlandand thePSU Officeof
But sull the automobiles nag: 1he
Facilhiesand Planning had a
hundreds of thousands of dollars
different idea. A big construction
expended on concre1e while needed
project, an economic shot in the
student services are curtailed and
arm. give the hard hatsa1ob. pour
academic programs are frozen; 1he
a lot of concrete. give the Drake
Placemen! Center ehminated;
Construction Company a break. And Counseling Cen1er pared; library hours
aher all, only concre1ewould fit
curta iled , and teachers fired or
w11h 1he concrete bas1ions called
asked 10 retire. Why not just block
off the s1ree1s? Too easy, perhaps.
Pon land State thal have gradually
replaced I he time-honored
siructuresand communi 1y on thisIn 1971 ·72 Portland State got ils
Ponland's original site.
mall. But the Ci1y of Portland
announced through 1he person or
Firs1 there was mud-acres of ii. Then
Park Commissioner Francis lvancie
came the concre1e. For PSU veterans
that permits for use of the new
of May 1970 when the Ci1y's new
mall would have 10 be ob1ained
rio1 squad was 1urned loose on 1he
through his office.
medical unh or 1he miking s1uden1s
in 1heir firs! and hopefully last
Trees come and trees go, the life
adven1ure In mindless brutalitY,
of concrete is only a hundred years;
the concre1e geome1ry looked like
but 1he power game goes on.
a rat maze.
"Fifty percent more grass!" cried

J. Malcolm McMinn, PSU director of
Facilitiesand Planning. Many
couldn't believe 1t or in 11.
For others who vdlued !he worn
yet dignified and familiar old look
or those Park Blocks the Ini tial
effect was shock and dismay. Too
much was sacrificed, they said, and
too li11le gained. Would the ancient
and venerable trees. now hung wi1h
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The problem wi th the K-House is
that I love i 1.

K ·House- Koinon1a House-633 S. W.
Montgomery Street.
The problem with the K ·House 1s
that 11 1s a $300,000 palace, and
a palace supported by Christtans.
a palaoe run by good liberal
activists. and believe me, the
K· House is doing good things. The
K -House is involved with drah
counsehng, runaway programs, free
schools, seminars and classes on
anything trom mysticism to changing
Ille styles. K-House tries to be
flex ible, but not amorphous. Most
of all. the K ·House is involved
wtth personal, independent counsehng.
The main problem with K·House is
that it'srun by human beings. The
K-House is not flawless. The K-House
1s a pohttcal vanguard trying to
b1 1dge the gap between traditions
and far.out Ideas. The K -House is
constantly up against the wall about
money. but the K·House 1sno1 so
strapped that 1t 1s going to fall
down or crumble. even 1f the$300.000
palace is built on abed of sand,
I have been involved w1 th the
K· Houses1nce 1960, longer than
anyone on the statt. and probably
longer than most on the board. In
the early years, the first seven
years, the Ko1nonia House was
simply a campus ministry which
existed 1n several buildings, each
time being f orced to move because of
the over-expanding university. In
those years, I recall thte K -House
being mostly a social club for good
Christians. The college kids 1n those
days sat around and played cards and
listened 10 the relevant liberal
theologicol theoriesof tho day.
And of course. there was individual
ministry, where you could go 10 the
minister or priest, and SOOk
personal guidance. I went through
several ministers and pnosts In
thosedaysabout my sexual hang-ups
and my religious problem. Those
ministers and priests probably
saved my life, probably kept my
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body and soul together, probably
k ept me from plunging a k ni le into
my guts. And they did not stop me
from making sarcastic remarks about
Chris1ian1tv. They tried 10 tell me
10 be more realistic, but tha t did
not stop me.
I guess the beginning of K· House
activism was theAgora Coffeehouse.
which I helped to get started.but
which I later detested. I always
thought the Agora was good, but I
did not like 10 go there. They did
not serve booze and in those days I
was into dri nking . Funhermore, the
atmosphere of the Agora seemed so
far removed from the reali ties I was
seeking.
Even today, the K-House 1n some
ways 10 me 1s far toosenousabout
i ts future existence. and 1s not
comm111ng itself to day to day
hv1ng and day 10 day confrontatton
of problems which relate to the
people of the hard core 1nnerc1ty .
Because this paper is a love story
about the K·House. I feel the need
to tell my own personal feelings.
In away I ama K ·Housem1nister.
I have made a subconscious
commitment to the K ·House. I am a
non-Christian. I am a spastic. I am
lecherous. I am a chauvinist. And
my bag is to make people 1hink and
to do more than think-to f11l 't1I
their guts wretch and thetr souls
bleed. I guess you could call this
the K -House ego. and I have a bad
case of 11.
Many times I get frus1rated because
the K-House seems to bea pillar of
respectabi lity in spi re of the long
hairs and the liberal challenges to
society. Basically, by ack nowledging
any love for the K-House, I also am
acknowledging my sell-denial of
anarchy and my own ability to be too
serious.
The problem w11h the K-House 1s 1n
my head. The problem with the
K·House is that I cannot separate
myself fro m It, and thal may be the
problem with thisanicle.
The problem with the K· House 1s
that I love i t .

,
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For the PSU Poetry Comm111ee, 1971-72
was a year o f progress. Sponsored
by the Cultural Affairs Board.
funded by student 1nc1dental lees,
and advised by Henry Carl tie. its
grea test respons1b1i11y was bringing
poetry to the students. The
Commi ttee volunteers put energy
Behind student dollars, commi111ng
about an hour for every dollar
subsidized. The Committee brought
outstand ing local and national poets
to PSU; taped the readings of many
of these poeis; c reated a poetry
information center (P IC) : published
a bi-weekly poetry calendar. began
open-mike/workshop as an alternative
resource in poetry education.
The Audio·Visual Departmen t tape
library now has readings by William
Stafford, Sen. Eugene McCarthy,
Kathleen Fraser. Michael Dennis
Browne. Anthony Hecht, Robert Duncan
and John Woods.
The eflect of these efforts soon
spread into the communtt y, providing
Portland w11h a valuable service
and establishing Portland State as a
cen ter for poetry.
Port land is fas1 becoming a
nationally recognized center for
poetry. Among the nauonal figures
residing 1n the Portland area is
William Stalford, clean o f the
Portland poets and former poetry
consultant to the Library of Congress.
Associated al Lewis and Clark with
Stalford are poets Vern Ru tsala and
Anthony Ostroff Kathleen Fraser
and Kenneth 0. Hanson ( Reed College).
Jon Anderson (U . of Portland). Robert
Krieger (Clackamas Community College)
Bill Benton (Museum Art School). and
Stanley Radhuber. Henry Carlile,
Sandra McPherson. Carlos Reyes (PSU).
provide a seasoned background and
reputa tion for Poriland.
A new crop of poets continued
to makes its presence felt again
this year. Included in this group
are Greg Keith , Bob Phillips, John
Bariels, Flooney (Ben Hardy), Al
Harris, Juanita, Walt Cunis, Caro l
Shaw, Charlene Lowry, Jeff Walker,
E.G. White·Swift. T hey are the
new generation of poets coming
out from the sheller of PSU.
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O..tober
Dick Bakken formet PSV

protestor
NCJllfwnber
W1lh1m Steff Old Ltwt111\d

Clark Coll•
K11hleen F,...., Rted CollfOI
Sen E-.,,.ne Mcear-thy U of

......,,_,

An1hony

~I

-bet

PulitL_, Pt11t

winNf, Norw Y0tk

Mitt.I Otnnu 8town, U _of
M1nMt01.•

J .....ry

t-t.ntv c.r1ite PSU
JonAndonon U of P.,.dond
Mbsachutttu
O.W•<I P voune Obttl•n. OtHo
WM1 Ct.in1\ P0tUtnd

Mtr1"I Bumc> Alhllnd

Febtuilry
(:h.orletS.1""c C.11fo1n1•
St~t•·H1YW1td

Ston1ey Re<lhubtr · PSU
A«ien Ooncen S.n F11nclte0
Wilham Wt therup Monttrty

f>it.n, ns.u1., CoOogo
Mo"'1
Mnrvln Bctll '. Iowa Wrh•r'1

WorkthoP
JoMph Un9111~ ! U of Mh•
A , Wiibur Sttvtn1: U. ot Arlt
April

John Wooeh Michigan
Robin Oen• Cornoll COllOOf,

.....

Grtv Keith f>Oftfand

MOll•lvn Hoff S.nt1Rot.t,C.
Moy

Jimft Den 8oef S..11lt
Rtwn11111contrlbutonrttd1,.

..... 33
f,.•Poeu
Bob Ph.nlpt
AIHMrk

t FloonevlBen -ttv
JohnB•t•
Gr.. Ktu.h

..... :J.4
Abovo
M....n1llB\lmp

11o1Henry c.riit-lt

CiYrNsS1mic
PIQ035
Top left
Walt Cunl1
Top right
St1nl1y A!Klhubtt

Lowtr lth
BobPhllllps
Lower riof'lt
ChtrlHSimlc
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WHAT!
Who is it you see?
Is it me?
Who do you see?
Is it who they said it would be?
Who is 11 you see?
Is it really me?
Let me show you who I am. Now
Can you see?
Is it me?
Is it who they say it ought'a IJe?
Flooney

Lowt, uQtltr

Cleve .,,d Fr1nclet Alltn Iwith
O.C, Allon on t»c:kupl
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I nterview with a Parent-Member of the
PSU Child Care Center Board of Directors
Well, I think the Child Care Center is a
comrnunlty service. and from all indications
there is really a need !or the service. Right
now it'sallocaced to low-income people which
makes it impossible !or most faculty people
and people who work for the University 10 use
it. That ought tobechanged. The Center
ought 10 be a service for the University asa
whole. I I you areworkingand get over this
minimum income-$400 !or one kid and $500 for
two-you have to pay full tilt. This 1s just
prohib1t1ve. because lull service rates are
more than a lot of nurseries in Portland. I
think it's really necessary to rewrite the
Center's constitution so there isa quota for
people in the University community. Then
you can makea really Integrated center.
Otherwise you will get an unbalanced profile.

Is the Center moving into the Fruit and
Flower building down the street when they move
into their new building?
There's some reol question about this
expansion. because the staH I eels they
shouldn't expand until they get their stull
together and make 11 something more than
minimal day care. Their feeling is that the
environmem they have now is pretty minimal.
that it's overcrowded, and that there aren't
enough toys or facilities for the kids to
use. And they don't want to move into the
Fruit and Flower building until they get that
straightened ou t. They don't want the same
situatton just magnl lied by more kids like
they will have if they move to Fruit and
Flower.
Ho w is your relationship with the Universi ty
administratj on?
The Unlversl t y 1s anxious about the
adminimator's job right now because ours
resigned. There area lot of qualified people
around, though, and we've numerous applica tions.
The new administrator won' t take over until
June, but if she were around she could do
preparatory work.
Ho w is the administrator picked?
Six parents of kids at the center sit on the
nine·member Board of Oirectors, which has
complete control over policy and hinng and
firing. What is allocated to the Director and
the staff is each Board's responsibility.
Once the salaries and job definitions have
been decided upon they can' t be changed until
the next year. We're trying to change the
salaries next year so the S1aff wd I get
more money.
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Who are the people on the staff?
Mostly young people 1n 1heir early 1went1es.
lt'sa really nice. relaxed, comfortable
atmosphere. Nice people.

A re rhey all Universi ry students?
Most of them are students working toward
their teaching credentials. Most of them
have a little teaching background. Some have
8.A. degrees and are after M .A. 's. And some
have kids of their own.

What kind of shifts do they pull?
Generally they pull lour and five hour
shifts. I think there are two seven hour
shifts. It keeps the teachers lrom getting
super·exhausted. and a lot of teachers go
to school pan·ume.

Are the kids still eating in the Montgomery
Cafe in the basement of the Pon/and Swdent
Services building?
Yes, they buy Umvers1rv food and eat 11 in
the Montgomery Cate. The Cale felt they
couldn't put the food out for the money
offered. The University food isn't better
though. Those problems will be solved if the
center moves into Fruit and Flower.
You have a child going there. Do you
think chat's a bad thing for your kid?
No. I think it' s a nice adventure. It's
neat to meet other people. I think that's one
of the good th lngs about being located here
at the school It's good feedback for the
S1Uden1s too. It makes 1t more normal to
have those kids whooping and hollering in the
Park Blocks and in the Cafe.
One area where closer co-operation might
be sought is using more of the services
within lhe University. The kids have
started using the gymnasium and they're
going to have a teacher work with them on
dancing next term. I think there are a lot
of in-kind programs that could be developed
around people within the University who
migh1 be interested in working out wnh the
Child Care Center. Especially ii we are
going to have ninety kids at Fruit and Flower.
There's a real reluctance which I agree with
not to make 11 some kind of experiment and
having adults peer 1n at the kids. But it's
getting so there's a more normalized
relationship between the kids and the
University as they learn what they can use and
what they can't,
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A MONSTER MENU
Here is a menu that monsters
love. Ingredients: one large
muddly shoe, 7 cups alkaselzer,
1 pound fresh flesh. one
bloody caterpillar one rusty
bed spring, five dirty dog
feet, 7 pounds spider legs,
10 pounds canned werewolf
tales told by 6 neatly
chopped guinea pigs, 7 sick
alligator cavities, 8 old
ladies' dentures chant:
Monster menu
menu menu menu
POTION FOR STAKIE'S•
HAIR TO FALL OUT
leg of toad
eye of newt
tooth of pirahna
white man's forked tongue
sewer sludge
cat brains
4 cups of barf
an old filling
carburetor
sewer rat innards
platapus paw
blood of whale
chopped human for lunch
eyeball that needs salt
a flat old tire
Ironside's old wheel chair
bat's wing
tarantulas bite
Rod Sterling Night Gallery is
stole
worth 100screams
Carol Burnett's mop
vampires fang
Igor's lead shoes
Ironside murders J. Edgar
Hoover
S. F. bay water
tail of monkey
feelers of slug
brain of bat
George Washingmachine's
wooden teeth
Human brain with tabasco sauce,
hot chili peppers, salt,
katsup, pepper
Alpo
Mmm, Mmm, Good I I can't belie!
I ate the whole thing.
•(Stakie is the classroom teacher!
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It all l>appened and got said the
way it 'swrirdown. *'

Here 1n the "biggest small town in
America," the President's 24 ·hour
v1s111sab1gdea1. Hehadn'1 been
1n 1own since the '68 campaign. The
1wo daily newspapers. bo1h owned bv
the Newhouse chain and proudly
mediocre, heralded Nixon's arrival
for days. "Maybe You Can See The
President," the fron1·page headlines
exclaim. A supernatural v1s11or .
royally. 11gh1 here in Rover Ci ty.
Downtown on Pon land's S. W.
Broadway . police have pu t barricades
across lhe S11eet on each side of
1he Benson Hotel where the President
will arrive by mid ·al ternoon. By
three p.m. 1here are a couple hundred
people behind each barricade.

Our barricade is a li u lectoser
10 1he hmel, across 1heslree1 os
the marbled columned U.S. Nauonal
Bank build mg. The Pon land cops,
1n yellow rain slickers. are standing
1n Iron 1of the barn cad es marked
"City of Portland. Dept. of Public
Works," making sure no one breaks
through . No need 10 worry jus1 now
1hough. because most of the people
here came 10 ge1 a touch of 1he
d1v1ne flesh 1f they can. There's
a smell o f 1mmona111y in 1heair. a
nearness 10 1he gods.
A young b londe woman in a purple
ra1ncoa1 next to me clutches a
polaroid camera 1n her hand. Two
o lder women, their hair bleached and
elaborate! y styled, are stand ing
expec1an1 ly on myo111er side. The
awful poss1b1lity flashes in10 my
head 1hat 1hey've been to the
beauty parlor on 1he off-chance of
meeting President Nixon face to face.
Most of the crowd 1s in a respec1lul
mood. There are c lean-cu 11u nior
executives with the1rw1ves In's
Sa1urday). no1 un·American looking
teenagers, and a man wnh a worn
face and greasy hair near the
barncades who looks like Johnny
Cash. he's here to see 1he President,
100.
There are a few long·haired scruffy
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looking people. but they are sca1 iered
through 1he crowd and don't
seem prepared 10 Stan any trouble
Some Quakers are standing Qu1elly
tn the back of the crowd with a long
"Study War No More" sign. The big
s1 ree1 ac1 ion has been planned for a
couple of hours later. al 5·30 p .m ..
when a "Mee1 Nixon" protest march
is siarting from a park ten blocks
away.
Suddenly there's a noise overhead,
and lhere's a large brown helicopter
flying low. making an authoritative
"WHOOSH." Everybody tooksup
with excited an ticipation. The
helicopter circles a few yards above
a 1a11building,1hencilmbsover
the Amencan flag waving on 1he roof.
I flash on s1m1lar U.S. a11crah 1n
Asia k1llinganddes1roying. The
helicopter seems about 10 land on the
bank roohop. Everybody's looking
up expecianily po1nt1ngat 1he loud
machine hove rt ng overhead. I feel a
thrill more hke an angry chill
being so close 1oapowerso
insistent 1n 11s latent destructiveness.
Bu11hehehcop1erdoesn'1 land; it's
a decoy.
Then there are cop cars, their blue
lights whirling in front of us. A
limousine door opens. We are
standing on our tiptoes but can't see
much through the squad cars and
yellowraincoa1s. I catch a glimpse
of a gray sui1and1hen 11'sgone. A
chant stans ... "Drop dead!
Drop dead!" The blue l1gh1S keep
wh111tngand n's over. The
Pres1den1 has gone and gone.
The girl in the purple raincoat lowers
her camera and adisappointed
chat 1er sets in. "Did you see him?"
"No." "Did hego in?" " I 1hink
he RAN to the door." "A1 least
he could have waved .•. af1er we
voted for him."
The Big Executive is gone.swallowed
up by the swank hotel. and as the
unhappy fact of the ma11er sinks
in the crowd behind our barricade
1h1ns. A guy starts 10 climb a pole
on the corner . "Get down." a cop
orders him; and he does. "Come on
Dickie. face the people!" a freak

cop nods perrn1ssively. "That's
O.K.,"hesays, "go about your
business." A sarcast 1c voice behind
me says " I got a machine gun 1n
mine: I'm going to shoat him." The
security man'shalf·grin freezes.
He looks like a hat shot janitor
A man 1n asu11 and tie wearing a
who's stumbled into a big pile or
radio earplug confers with the
shit 1n the lobby. H1sexpress1on
cops on the corner. At first he
changes to studied unconcern and he
looks l1kea political commen 1a1or.
maybe Rowland Evans; but on closer dnhs back 10 a crowd of plainclothes
cops on the corner.
exam in at ion he seems to be a
securi 1y man-very olficial and
1t Stans ra1n1ng a little harder and
sell-important. He walks along the
soon I 'm back in10 my rap w1th the
line of cops in the street, properly
aloof. likean executive with weighty red-haired cop. "It's an in 1eres11 ng
question," he says, "1us1how
mat ters on his mind. ''Do you work
possible 111s to protect a man like
lor l11e President?" I ask . For a
the President ... 1t'san
lew moments it's nip and tuck if his
interest 1ng quest ion. The job is
duties include tallong to a
gelling harder all the ume." He
disheveled longhair. He finally
tal ks earnestly, as 11. Gosh, these
murmurs something
are
really in terest ing quest ions.
1ncomprehens1ble and shakes his
"Another question is how abou l the
head sligh tly. " Do you work for
millions of people the President
the Pon land poloce then?" I
is 1·esponsible for k illing," I say.
persist; he controls a k ind or
"Well." the cop says, "there are
half grin and walks back to the
supposed ta be three ways to
curb.
stabilize the world First w1th
The closest cop chats with the
alliances. Then there's collective
people behind the barricade. "Not
security.and the third way is
very excl ting, is 11 ?" he ask s
world governmem. I guess we haven't
been able 1oge1 ta the last two."
affably. He smiles. With his red
sideburns coming ou t under his hat
he looks hkea friend ly neighbor
''I'm going through the Pentagon
Hestaresat my leaflets and I hand
Papers right now," he continues,
him one. "No. I ' II just took," he
" lt 'sprellydry reading, but it
says. A man with a foreign accent
shows how in publ ic they were saying
one thing and m private
breaks in. '"He'd get 1n trouble 1f
memorandums 11 was just
he 1ook that," the man says. " II
I got int o trouble for tak ing that .
cold-b looded power pol 11ics."
11 would bea preny poors11ua11on."
the cop says, rolling his eyes a
While he's talk ing, the executive
secun ty man has come back from the
h11le.
curb with a uni formed cop and 1s
A rew minu tes later the executive
pointing out someone m the crowd .
securny man walks by again and
I nod in agreement to what the
stands a few feet in from or us.
red ·haired cop's been saying. " 1t's
"Do you enjoy your work?'" I ask
a real shame:· he says, "all the
him. "Sure." he says, a Ii ule
energy and resources we have
pleased by thequesuon. "meet a
diverted .' · I nod some more across
lot o f good people this way." I'm
thewet barricades. "We' ll try
abou t to remark tha t i f he enjoys his another march down here in a rew
job i l's pretly rare. but he's
minu tes and see ii tha t does any
looking over my shoulder at a bag a good."
longhaired guy has near his foot.
"Just milk bottles," the guy
The cop smiles, ··T ake care or
volunteers quickly. ··1 wasgomg
y aursell," he says.
ta return them bu t I wanted to see
Norman Solomon
the President r 1tsl." The execu 1ive

yells up at the hotel, but 1t 's no
use. The police stand m front ol
the barricades, guns buckled
outside their raincoats; but they're
more relaxed now.

..What's he been doin7"
•'Qverthrowin' the guvm.ent.••
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Ahl The Food Service
Dyspepsia, dour looks from lhesuperv•sors.
and m1n1mal nutn11onal coment for the
c.:ip11ve studen1s. Could a sludem find a
squdre meal a1 one of lhe many food service
f..cll1t1cs localed inSm11h Memonal Center>
The Main Cafe1ena> Nearly all items lhC1'e
are pre-cooked prewrapped, processed.
11<1arly pre-d1ges1ed. and priced 1n the mos1
perverse manner • If you hl:ed mstam
coffeeo1 your own brand of lea (and even
brought your own makings. cup, and spoon) It
would still cos1 15cen1s lor the ho1 Bullrun
wate1 Even McDonald's served bettC1'
hamburgers. No, the Cafeteria was not the
place to gain that ra11ant glow ol health.
The Viking Bar> Sorry. no mead. no
smorg.:1sbord. Only watery orange juice. and
pastry so unappet1ling 11 seemed day-old
when rirst delivered
Upstuirs next IS the Portland Room. Here,
for ninety cents. the soup and salad hne
bockons. Probably the best bargain 1n the
1oin t, 1f yo11 were able to tolerate the
superc1 lious stares of 1he odd facully and
adm1n1s1rat1ve troglodyte.
F1nolly there was the Cascade Room- fondly
nicknamed the Cascade Gorge Room- where lhe
daily orde1 of business is to load thes1eam
Iable w11h roast beef shced thin as gruel
All you can ea t for $1.40 lunch and $1 70
dinner
But , don't think that the lood service olf 1ce
hadn'1 an11c1pated theposs1bih1y 1ha11he
studems m1gh1 co1oy d1n1ng 1n a c1v1 hied
se111ng, relaxing wnh fnends. If you wanled
to hdve asea1 in the Gorge Room you had to
ea1 . Even your molheror your fa1her. your
wife or your husband. wasn't allowed tosn
with you. Even 1l 1heywere not hungry they
HAD lo eat. because 01herwrse a hireling
wouftl shnk over lo your 1ableand tell 1hern
they woutrJ ha\11! to leave. Such tacl I
'Whal ti the P.S.U. Food Service served
l)OOd. nutn11ous. fresh, and fairly priced
food?" Thes1urJent dreamt lhat 1mposs1ble
dre.im, whale teeth decayed and stomach
burned
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Lentil $.oup

.30

Cretm of A.sp.lftlUS Sou.p .30

Mtne11rone Soup

.25

AmbrOMa s.&.cl

.35

Polka Dot S..td

.35

Marinated Bean S1h1d

.35

Waldorf Sll1d

.35

Ar1blan PN<h Mold

.35

Sunthtn1 J.eelo Salad

.35

RONI w/ Gtrman
Panc•k•

.A1

a..t S9'tk·Ttriy9k1

..,

V ... kMIOf)U'U

.A1

N.Y. Loins...w /onion nn!Jl

2.20

Sw.1 and Sour Spare
A H>a on Aa

.41

Crt.wntd Salmon./BiSQUi1

.62

Shrimp Creole on Ric•

.62

Shrimp Oritntal

.67

Plc:Milllo Hinh

.62

BNt Rict Fi1<1ta

.62

$fufttd Ptpperi

.A1

L_.

.62

Broc:c:c''

.18

Brv•Sptoub

. 18

C...l1flOW'9!'

. 18

Corn LvonnM

.18

Po11tCM11 D.tmon5c:o

. 18

01.uhopptt Pl1

.20

Prunt Whip

.20

Ban1n1 Spllt

.60

Hot Dog

.25

H41d Bot"ltd E19

. 12

Diii Pcklt

. 10

Ho1Waw

. 10

Ktticftup

.02

81.nt., Pa·1

.02

Or,ank Swutwicft:
Sutvi'f'I bread w/ alfaf·•
aprou ts. and any of toU·
owln9: Mltc:ado. mllk cutd
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t'hMlt, 1om110

.so

All of above

,80
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-
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Al

'.

"".

To lho. who~ not
~
th• pace of God
9n •rbittatY .h. 9nd I
rlMnt the IUofll"lhOf'I of the
Wli1:iatet tMt we who lfYt tn
OUtaf &tit,_ do tO btceu9
of out antel'9c-t1.1.lil pttdt. I
am compfti.ty humbM In my
tni tude to~td 1ht myf11NY of
lit•. and ace.pt ,,.,.·fully
such intuhions as comt 10 mt
from th• wridngt of m.
"'Y•t1cs. and from watk• of wt.

-ms

•t.

Sir Herbin A•d
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Left:

Floonoy. Huss

Uppcu- right:
l.e nwood Davis• .:live Dfteetor
of Black Studift Center
Clarence Btny. first
recipient of 8t.c:5<.Stud1es

C.rtificine
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An interview with the first employee
of Portland Student Services
Corporation.
" PSS was started with some real hard
work by Sian Amy, John Werneken,
and other students three years ago.
THey felt the University was making
a gross error with th is neighborhood
tearing down all the housing and
making big parking lots-those damn
gravel parking lots you see
surrounding PSS housing. The
Portland Developmen t Commission
was buying up and destroying the
bu1ld1ngs, then delivering 1he
leveled ground to the University.
They started a class to find out
about housing around the University.

more people who were already in
that neighborhood. I think a lot of
it had to do w1th1he fact that
money was more reaclily available
for new housing than for old
buildings. A lso the older places
might fall apan and the Board
wasn't sure they could rent them."
(Editor's note: In conversations with
Board members they pointed out
that the high rise is the actual
base o f the Corporation now and
that they fel l that without the
three million dollars from the
federal government to build the
high nse the State Board might
have withdrawn 1tssuppon and
refused to renew the one-year
leases on the nine bu ildings.)

"Well, they did a fine study of
the housing 1n the PSU campus area.
At that ume. pre·Cambodia, there
was high student interest. They
decided to takeoversomeof the
buildmgs In the area and renovate
them for student housing. They
lobbied in a very effective way and
the State Board of Higher Education
said, 'Let'sg1ve it a trv.' We
took over the first of nine
buildings in the fall or 1969and
renovated them through January of
1970 and have been in operation
ever since. I was involved in the
work on the buildings and when we
took them over some were really
wiped our
"Not only wa' 1t a natural winner,
because the State Board wouldn' t
let the University build student
housing; but also the State Board
really came through. That's where
the authority for managing the nine
buildings came from. The au thority
to build the 16-story, Goose Hollow
high rise was self-propelled.

"There is one Board member righ l
now. George Miller, who std I
performs funky duties. One thing he
does is clean old sofas and stuff
out of the buildings. On the other
hand, Werneken. Norm Boise, and
Craig Donaldson did the mos1 work
on the building. They were the
professionalswhod1d the studies
and went about getung the three
million dollars from the federal
government to build it.

"The student-tenant members of the
Corpora1lonapphed to the Board of
Directors of PSS saying 'Maybe we
should look into buying more old
buildings.' The answer to the
student housing problem was not
necessarily a new building. We've
had opportunities to manage student
housing around Good Samaritan
Hospttal in NW Portland. but the
Board of Directors decided against
It and possibly moving out some

"I see the Board as basically
student professionals, high.powered
student polit1c1ans. That has its
merits and also its demerits as far
as l1s1en1ng to what the student·
tenantsaresaying. They work for
dollars on plans for new housing
and then pass on 11. The point is
that since they were elected to the
Board of Directors I doubt very
much that they have been listening
to the tenants. A few of them have-
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"There are four students on the
Board of 01rec1ors. There are also
three community members-Bill
Wessinger. Vice-President of Blitz
Wein hard Brewery, Lyman Seely. who
works for the First National Bank.
and John Olsen, a Standard I nsurance
executive. The students control the
voice; but they made a major
mistake, I think.allowing their
Board of Direcmrs to be nearly
professional employees o f the
Corporal ion.
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George Miller being one and Nancy
Kellogg being another.
"A good example is that although
Board elections are in early April
theycannor find students
interested in taking positions
on the Board. I 1hink students
look at the Corporation as being
very professional. which they have
to be to build a three mil hon
dollar building. A small. homespun
group probably couldn't do ii.
" I t's a very bureaucratic
organizauon. 1t has a quarter of
a mi 11 ion dollar income each year
on rents alone for the nine
buildings. To perform all rhat
requires a lot or paper work. 1
think a lot of students feel that
rs beyond student control. I also
see i t that way at umes. Al though
11'ssupposed to bea tenant·run
organiza11on I seriously question
that 11 1s that now.
"There's a thing called the Tenants'
Council that actually elects the
student members 10 the Board. There
have been some dynamic people on
the Council but at limes it just
falters. They geunto petty
pohucs rhat arest1lhng 10
well-in tent1oned people who can't
see all the bureaucracy and look at
11 asge111ng in the way. I f the
Council can't function I can't see
the Board as being representauve.
" I see a large gap between those
students who are tenants paying
rent 10 live m the buildings and
student members of the Board of
Directors actual ly making the
decisions about how students are
going to live. This quesuon has
brought some employee dissent,
some tenant dissent. and I think has
created an overwhelming apathy in
this ne1Qhborhood.
"Most 1f not all the student
members of the Board are Social
Science majors. Quite liberal, very
fine guys. Many take their major
work in courses involving housing
so they become uni.cfimensional. I 'm
scared of that um·dimensionality.
They work 40 hours a week ru nmng
PSS . Most of their courses involve
the same people and the same
professors-Urban Studies or
whatever-and they develop tunnel
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v1s1on. They see things only m
terms of hous1nq.
"While 11'san imponanl issue.
It's no11heonly issue. They come
up very blind to what's happening
In ecology and o ther student
movements around the University.
Then they can't speak the language
of the studenis because they talk
professional housing-like 'front
end money' and other things I don't
understand. Maybe this language 1s
necessary but I don'11hink 1hey have
a grounding in the student community
and thestreetcommuni ty. That
they have IiHie touch wi1h 1he
students as young people is very
unfortuna te and may lead to the
dem1seof PSSasastudenl ·run
corporation. 1t would then become
a professional housing corporation.
You know, wearing a liberal face bu I
bas1cal ly a business. a very large
business. wuh liulestudent
input, wnh no programs
complementing the housing program.
no old people. or duplexes for
fam1heswith kids.
"Now 1hey should slow down on
hous1 ng and go back and start
working on other sons of programs
they helped se1 up liKe the
Montgomery Cafe and the Child Care
Center. I'd liketoseelo tsof
CO·OPS.

"Between the time the Corporauon
was started and now, the 1mpe1us to
go big and modern with 1hat 16-story
bu ilding led them 1ochange their
approach to th ings. Now they have a
business approach. Now tenants are
known as numbers. You are402
Blackstone or $38.00 behind in your
rent or 1hose kinds of th in gs. They
aren't Bill, Tom, Sue. Debbie or
whatever, they are fBM ledger cards
now. The tmpersonall1y is
overwhelming. You know we have
tenants who have been in 1he
buildings for a year and s1111 come
10 Portland Student Services, walk
up 10 the rental desk and slill ask
who 10 make their check out to.
Obviously 1hey are not very
Involved in 1heCorporation. I
lhink we would still have a funky,
interesung, student-run
organization if they had stayed
with the nine buildings."

..

..-...

'
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"As far as thebuoldmg beongon
an earth fault and the Env1rnomental
Impact Statement are concerned. •t
was a case of Housing •ind Urban
Development (HUD) not being very
good and PSS moving too fast to
check all 1hat out. But HUD finally
came throughw11h the Impact
Statement and the work never
stopped. In the newspapers 11
looked as though the Foothills
League had scored against the high
nse. but n was only a moral
victory. Thosweek 1hebu1ldin91s
13·stories high and will soon be
'1opped out' as they say. You'll
read about that in 1hepape1s too.
"I'm 001 sure how many houses 1n
Goose Hollow were torn down 10
make room for the high rise. And
I'm not sure we should talk about
how many physical structures were
demolished as much d5 we should
1<1lk about community spont. They
said. Well, it's 1us1 a bunch of
r auy old housing.' There's no doubt
a 101 of that housing was old and
1a11y. For instance. the summer
be lore one burned down they just let
1190. But I think 11 was the case
1ha1 Goose Hollow had something ..
I don't knowaboul old houses
duplexed upwoth a 101lct up,;tairs
••• I don't know about that But
t do know there was some sense of
community there and 11 has been
wiped out. And I cry for 1hat.
(Editor's note Members of the PSS
Board of Directors pointed out that
11gh1 control over 1heaccoun1in9
procedures !or rental of the
buildings might actually save
students from being accidentally
screwed by the system.)
"I 1hink a good manystuden1s
said 'no' 10 the bog building. some
number of staff members said 'no'
to the big building. and even a
Board member or two had SI rang
reserva11ons. But 11 was such a
good pohtocal 1ob the way 11 was
put together. that people said 'Oh
well. what the hell.' andwatked
11ovay in disgust.
"They wanted to go very 1.ist. get
1he damn thong up there. and they
were very worried about the leases
on the nine buildings. I 1hink they
1ust went too ras1. It was a first
ume effort 100. But I think there
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1s something very wrong when the
lawyer for PSS told the newspapers
that studen1s weren't concerned
about noise after 1he Foothills
League pointed ou 1the drawbacks
of loC<Jung nex1 to the freeway

Portland Student Services
Nine on-campus buildings :
St Helens
Stratford
Kong Albert
Adeline
Blackstone
Maryanne
Montgomery
Parkway
Bormingham
310apanments- 1&2 bedroom$
215 sleeping rooms
Rems $36.0010$120.00
650 studen1 1enan1s
Eigh1 month waning lost
Managed by PSS
Maraba West -83 sleeping rooms

l'lterv1ew with a member of the
Board or Dorectors of the Portland
Recvchng Team. Inc.
"PSS has boon very lenient
at lowing me, with a llnle wedging.
to begin tin expcromeni with
recycling. We now run a recyclong
center which PSS founded. PSS was
runn1n911 for theor buildings and
let me use a truck PSS has
l1nanc1allv supponed the Recychng
Center and lobbied wtth the
Urnvers11y to rent the bu1ld1ng
we are 1n. OSPIRG helped us go
commun11yw1de; and. although they
couldn'1 help us tinanc1ally
because of 1heir bylaws. they have
given us secretarial assistance.
But now the Cen1er is a separate
corporation with no formal ties to
either PSS or OSPIRG.
"lt'sndoculous to set upa
recycling cen1er that can't stand
on 11sown two feet. They were good
enough to help us and now we can
make 11 alone. I think both PSS and
OSPI RG c<in do a lot forthe studon1s
1n sc111n9 up th1ngss1uden1sare
interested on. Gove thongs a try,
perhaps a six month expenmental
period 11 studemsseem really
interested on them. And to get back
to my own bag for a minute. I think
tha1's the way recyclong has 1090.
The impetus doesn't come from large
operations hke ours; 11 comes from
1nt-erestod c111zcns."

Built and managed by PSS
16 story building in Goose
Hollow
Efl1c1ency, I &2 bedroom apts
$80.00, $101.00. & $120 ()()+
400 swden L tenants (es1.)
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To 1he Ednor
I believe 11 os 1mportan1 for me 10 make my
feelings unders1ood about 1he History of
Science and the General Science Depanmen1.
For 1ha1 reason I make the ro11ow1n9
s1atemem
The H1s1ory of Sc1cncecanno1 possibly survive
for long as an exc111ngor meaningful progrJm
a1 Pontand Staie Un1vers1 ty under the
adm1n1s1ra1iveorgan1ta11on being proposed by
the College of Sc1enc1>. The approach sugges1s
an almost 101al lack ol concern for 1he program
and a good deal of ignorance of 1he sub1ec1.
No program can survive, lei alone develop,
w11hou1 co11cerned leadership. Theorgan1za11on
being planned for the H1s1ory of Science 1s
such tha t thecoursewoll be left w11hou1 any
administra11vesuperv1s1on. The Dean's !Karl
D111mer-Collegeof Sc1encel off1cew1ll do the
schedultngof classes. lnslfuctors for the
course will apparenlly be selected from the
dofferem disc1plonedepanmen1s of 1hey are
1meres1ed 1n 1eac:h1ng 1hesub1ec1. Therewoll
be no one 10 recr1111 sPec1alis1s on 1he H1s1ory
of Science, no ono 10 encourage innovation. no
one 10 encourage cohesiveness on 1he various
sec1ions. Facul1y members will have the1r
allegiances 10 the d1sc1phnesol brology,
chemislfy. phys1cs,.:ind geology, and m sp11e
of all the plallludes 10 the contrary, will
be judged by !heir peers according 10 1heir
conmbul oon on 1hose f 1elds.

The History ot Science os a specialty But
more than thm. when handled properly, 11
can be a powerful velucle for g1v1ng insight
onto the meaning ol contemporary science and
making fncndsamong the non-scien11s1s. I ts
value 10 1he scoencc:. has been <1dequa1ely
demonstrated al PSU by 1hegoodwill 1hecoursc
had engendered among 1he s1ude01 body. This
makes 11 all 1he moreamJ11ng 1ha11he
adm1n1s1rauon would plan 10 trea1 the proqram
w11h such lack of concern. The His1ory of
Science has been well adm 1nis1ered by the
General Science Doparimem for many years. 11
has grown and prospered under adm1nis1ra1ions
1ha1understood11. cared for 11 and nuwred
i 1 The nonsense desirucuon of 1he departmem
will have many unlortuna1erepercuss1ons on
the fu1ure. onty one being thedec1ma11on of
1he H1s1ory of Science courses.
Thereasonsbehond 1hedcs1ruc11onol 1he
General Science Dcpar1men1 are 101al ly unclear.
A study by an Ad Hoc commn lee appo1 med by
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Voce-President Blume! las1 year recommended
1he General Science Oepanmem 's value 10 1he
academic communo IY. The decision was made
1ha111 should con1inueasadepanment wnh
some mod1fica11ons.
The sudden announccmen1of11sabol1shmen1
1n December pu1 the faculty of the department
1n10 a s1a1e of shock. The arguments for i1s
abolishment were economic. but that makes no
sense at all. It rs the most economic program on
1hecollegenowand 1hecour~mus1 still be
1augh1 by someone. Already the Physics
Depanmen1 is apparently recruiting someone to
teach 1he asuonomy course The only saving
1ha1 will be made will be the el1mona11on ot
the head of the deparimen1. namely me.
My own personal pos111on 1n the H1s1ory of
Science actually appwrs 1enuous The dean of
the College OT Science assures me 1ha1 I can
teach the History of Science nex1 year. bu1
ct1111:12es my policies on 1each1n9 the sub1ec1
Jnd reminds me 1hat no 1nstruc1or has
proprietary rights 10 any course. His a1111ude.
coupled wuh comments made by 01her
adminisirative personnel on 1he College of
Science makes me wonder about the kind of
t.Jccosions 1ha1will be made in 1he future
concerning me and 1he H1s1ory of Science. At
the presem. I feel 101al ly demoralized and
betrayed by 1he univers1 ty. I would I1ke
no1h1ng belier than 10 teach H1s1ory of
Sc1encea1 Porlland S1a1e Unoversuy. bu! I
seu the decisions being such .is 10 show no
concern for the H1s1ory of Sc•ence. the
Teaching of science 10 non·scoence maiors. and
my personnel involvement 1n 1heprogram.
Therelore, I have decided tha1 I should no1
plan 10 teach the H1s1ory of Science next year.
I have been assigned 10 the Biology Department
Jnd I will expect 10 make my ma1or
comributoon. while I am s11ll a1 1he
un1vers11y, 1ndoin9 research •n emomotogy.
That St.>ems 10 be the only accep1ed ac11vi1y
a1 Po11land Staie Un1vers11y.
Sincerely,
Dennis W Boddy
Vanguard, March 10. 1972
PSU Prtudlt"1 C1egory WoU•
Jilt'! 'l&. t972 ASPSU metttng

"I dfdtt 't #Wfl know about

...,'6rfll!d'' Professors
Top Left. c.rtos Reye
Top A'91tt. Bf\Klf K•iM-r
l.oW9f", Garv W•ll•

CThrff of many si.ff •nd
fK1.1hy forced i nto ••rly
r1tirt~t
firtd.1

°'

If""'",,
~«I
,,,,,,.,, #l'td ''"rtfl'J go Ott,,,
'"'' ""'~... ,., ~d#Y

w.thour me 4nc>...,ng 11. ••
(On th' l111n1of PSU Spamslt

tNChN CM/OJ R~esJ

YOU'RE DAMN RIGHT WE WILL
We'll show them anyhow
You're damn right we will
We'll roll down the street
We'll hobble we'll crawl
We'll struggle blindly
With dog or cane
We'll shake we'll drool
We' ll be a disgusting spectacle
We'll show them our heritage
And our lack of heritage
We' ll show them 1hey can't ignore
Our screams of " Cripple Power"
We want more
We'll break down the walls to boxes
That they've stuck us in for years
And placated us w ith paternalistic help
We'll show them how realistic we can be
By living our fantasies
We'll show them in living color
What it means to drool while you laugh
To grope while you walk-to roll over a curb
And to have a thousand people look away from
you
We'll show them with love that Jesus Christ
Only suffered a Ii ttle while on a cross
With thorns in his crown and nails in his
bloody hands
but
not
for years at a time
and not without hope.
0

0

Arthur Honeyman
Feb. 8 , 1971
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Financially Successful Films
Goddard 2 or 3 Things I Know About Her
Marx Brothers · Big S1ore/Day al the Races
Truffaut Wild Child/Mississippi Mermaid
Ann Arbor and Bellevue F 11 m Festivals
John and Yoko

Financial Flops
Ice/Me and My Brother
When I'm Dead and While
Au Hasard Balthazar
Thomas the Imposter

Al tendance 1971 ·72. 50.000 eyes test )
Member American Film lns1i1u1e
Guiding Lights . Dave Ge11man and
Pau l Dennis Merriam

197 1 72 was another year of ups and downs
for the Film Committee. Interest in film
peaked a few years ago. since then both
audience numbers and the number of student
volunteers helping on the comm111ee has
vaned. Th1syear the range of volunteers was
from fifteen to three.
A small comm1uee force 1s unable 10
adequately publicize commit tee programs.
Thus. during the month of February when many
members left thecomm111ee to work ona film
on al terna11ve lifestyles, the balance of
the F 1lm Commlllee budget dropped from about
S3.000 00 1n the black to about $250.00 m
the red
Nevertheless the comm1uee was able 10 end
the year w1 th a strong p rogram of nonhwest
premieres. Included in this series were
"Women 1n Revolt" by Andy Warhol. "luminous
Procuress" w1 th the Cockettes, "Maidstone"
by Norman Mailer. and a collec11on of shor ts
from the New York Erouc F llm Festival.
Other programs throughou t the year were
equally successful. Recognized directors,
such as Jean Luc Godard ("Two or Three
Th ings I Know About Her ") and Francois
Truflaut ("The W1ld Chi ld" and " Mississippi
Mermaid"). d rew capac11y crow ds. Older films
con tinued to be popu lar. " A Dav a1 the
Races" and " The B19 Store" wi th the Marx
Brothers. " The A dventures o f Robin Hood"
wi th Errol Flynn. and ''Tarzan and H is Mate"
With Johnny Weissmuller were al l well
received.
Highlight programs from the Bellevue and Ann
Arbor Film Festivals became increasingly
popular. Unfortunately, more people were
turned away lrom the last Ann Arbor program
than were able toget 1n.
The most successful program of the year was
"The Films o f John and Yoko." One thousand
01gh1 hundred and fifty.four people turned
out on one Saturday evening in January. This
program holds 1heall-t1me Film Committee
record for the most people at one showing
and for the highest total in one day. Most of
the audience. however. found the films 10 be
tedious and lack ing in entertainment
The future of the Film Comm1ueeremams
uncertain. An ex tensive film program requires
a lot of volunteer help; the availab1h1y of
that help cannot be pred1cted. L1ncoln Hall
is also scheduled to be remodeled. The
committee has no idea at the moment what
fac1ht1es 11will be able to use in the
fu ture.

T~ a.h: c..ncty O•hnt. the pt•n•
f.,..,.,. l~t0t••1.n1. frOM
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·women in Awoit... 11t1 AndyW;tthol
Top ri"'1: A KAtne ftom .. Luminow

''°""'"'
..·•St9'1.n Atnoidmlma.
him
which fff·turtd rnai.
.., 1om.t1ons. 1r•M"•ti1tt. ""°""'...._"'
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Most of the news this year for the student
newspaper was bureaucratic news. budgets,
reshuffling of adm1nistra11ve pos1t1ons. f mng
of faculty and staff. and of course. football,
Portland State's own white elephant But while
there wasn't much of the "stop the presses"
news of former years, the Vanguard didn't
idle with the times.
With the help of a federal grant, Metropolis. a
Vanguard supplement. zeroed 1n on the communl lY
and theci1y-itsassets, 1tsproblemsand
its neglects. Interviews with the men and
women In Portland's government. plannmg, and
power structure provided needed insights as
to the direction Ponland is taking as an
urban area.
Of course. you can't please all of the people
all of the time Certain PSU administrators
felt the Vanguard should devote less space to
urban developments and more to affairs within
the un1vers11y Ironically. 11 was these same
people who suggested and hinted strongly that
the Vanguard should consider going oft-campus
and becoming an independent student newspaper
It would be a pleasurable relief for PSU
President Gregory Wolfe {who has no prior
censorship o f the paper) no t to be ult1ma1ety
responsible for the Vanguard at un1vers11y
level
A photo of John Lennon and Yoko Ono naked
brought much cn11c1sm lrom those who must n. •t
have bathroom mirrors. An ambouous Dostroct
Attorney created a medoa furor. which came 10
nothing, but he garnered hours of invaluable
TV and radio tome '" the process

It was sufficient provocation. however, to
react ovate a slumbering PSU task force created
10 study and recommend action on possible
Vanguard independence. The comm 11 tee decided
that in loght of PSU'sgeograph1cal loca uon
and i ts prox1m1ty to two largeda1 lles,an
independent Vanguard would have a short hie.
But while the adm1nistrat1on was keeping close
tabs on the paper, the Vanguard was staring
roght back at the admin1strat1on
1t was reported that the head of the Campus
Safety and Security Office was spending quote
a bit of tome off campus. Further checking with
the CSSO staff revealed ebbing morale and
1nteroff1cequarrels. A few weeks after the
story broke the security chief quietly
"resigned."
On lhe lighter side, two special parody
supplements were created by former Vanguard
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stafier Bob Meyer Charade, a take-arron
the Sunday magazine Parade, and Readers
Disgusr brought more comment {favorable and
otherwise) than any single Vanguard feature
this year.
But not all Che actions of the Vanguard was
visible on type thos year A maior milestone
was Passed when the Pdper purchased 11s own
lypesetting equipment Previously, copy had
to be sent 10 a printer, some 111nes located as
many as 20 miles away, then ferried back to be
pasted up, and finally senl off to 1he press
With Its own photo-1ypeset11ng machinery, the
Vanguard el1m1nated the "pr1ntcr·m1ddleman.''
pushed back deadlines. allowed greater
flex oboloty, increased the number of pages
that could beprrnted ,ind put mOfemoney onto
student wages,
But a lot of th1nqsd1dn't get reported on
the paper thosyear •. thongs like Kay
Corbett reuring to admonistratove S1berra on
student monoes •• . studen1 government
returning to the era of 1he early '50's . •.
(secret) planning or a PSU Pacofoc Rim Studies
Center whoch wou Id fos1er economic benefits
under the guise of education 11s maon focus to
enhance 1nterna t1onal crade markets 1n Oregon
.•• a Black head coach beong ho red whole
the untvers11y os under prt'SSUre for
d1scnmina11ngaqa1nsl women and minor it ies •..
PSU'snon comploancewoth federal Equal
Opponunoues law could mean the loss of $4
mo Ilion on federal grants. New blood f11s on
well with Staie Board of Higher Educauon
member Ed Westerdahl 's plan to revive the cold
gro<lder'scorpse through the mechanism of the
moribund alumno Vokong Club. • Student
budget committee going 10 the expense of
polling lhestudents to see how they wanted
their money spen land goo ng ahead and
allocattng the money the way they were going
to anyway-even though 65 percent of students
polled voted to abolish or cur 1aoi foo tball
funding .•• and Don Read leaving the
universit y woth the Don Read Plan (a budgel
!hat chopped out malerrals and equipment for
at hie.tics below tho bare essen11als). w oth
Read padding the budget woth salary allotments
for himself in two places and squeaking on
salaries to recover lost FTE on HPE •• and
Bob Low really knowing tho true facts behind
flying saucers. but not telling
and
bureaucrats managing to retain posotoons or
authority although they arc well onto theage
of senility .•. and of course the un1vers1ty
sttll operates under the beloef thal the
students are here for lhc sake of the unoversuy
not vice versa-and students blandly go along
With it.
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MIDDLE CHAPTER OF AN UNFINISHED "IOVEL
Apparently I'd made 11 through another nightanother day was there to grab at me--perhaps this
one would be easier-perhaps' I managed to get to
my teet I stook there naked and cold I imagined
myself nuked and warm I became wurm I started
10 move- I was underway. "Keep moving." I
thought, "Keep moving and you'll make it" I did.
I found the thermos. Thecoffeewashorrid-"a
good om~n" I thought . I'd better make a new pot .
That would get me going A little something to doa nocess.irv thing •n preparauon Three or four cups
and I'd b..• off 10 a good start I ht the flame-I
was star trng to make 1t
Now thut my vision was clearing I would have to
get on with the job The approach. that was
1mporwntl How to do 1t. It could beeasy-11 never
waswmehow Today might be different. I thought
of various approaches-the costume. that was very
important-I became. after all, the soul of my dress
''What to wear today;· I thought,
"departmental meeting later in the afternoon-couple
of classe:; earlier-the functional all-purpose
approach was in order. I could make a couple of
trips. A special effec t for the afternoon"- I
marveled at my subt le wit, so early 1n the morning
too. "My god. how would I function after the new
pot>" I smiled 1nanuc1pa11on. Yah. that'swhat
I'd do-two tnps-the classes f1rs1 then back to
regroup, redress. and re-advance. I'd 101n the
meeting se-;en minutes lateweaung a slightly
1napprepnatecostume. fumble at the coffee machine.
then make my way to the back of the room. That
should make 11 about eleven minutes rnto the sess1onmaybe a pipe this ume; it'd been about a year since
I used that ploy. It was about time to bring 1t
back. Of course I wouldn't say anythlnq 1n the
meeting- that would be the beauty of 11. I'd just sit
there and eye the speakers-1 'd 1ntens1fy my
uncomm1t ted glare-now and then I'd avert my eyes
pretendirig I was thinking and puff once or twice.
I'd make 1t through that one. And alter 11 was over
I'd stay seated-I'd shift my image ever soslightlYu would be a good day after all.
The water was borhng. Phase two had started; now
coffee was only minutes away "Everything with
style.'' I thought I poured the water into 1he
dripper--the slow tapping began- beautiful filtered
fumes drifted up-"Yes," I 1hough1, ''I'd make this
day 1n style" By then I'd gotten dressed-white
tunle·ncck. quite worn blue wash and wear trousers,
hush puppies. and the lecture coat-yes-the
smelly tweed with the button gone on the left
sleeve and the hn1ngshow1ng on 1he rtght-yes, an
acceptable costume. That plus my week-old beard

made me a reasonable image-a reilSOnable man I
always seemed to have one week beards I took two
weeks to grow them, of cour.,. · that was part of my
approach. On and off twice J term- keep them
wondering-keep 1hem off balance Keep sh1ft1ng
the 1m<19e. always prcsen1 a fresh perspective. Say
Iott le and appear wise. I t was a pren y good formula
II you rl1dn't have much to offer you had to have a
formula I'd been working on my formula for years
At one time I even made myself bel 1eve I didn't
have one Now I knew better I had a good pracuce
going
I sliced some bread and made two b19 thick cheese
and ham sandw1chesw1th kosher pickles. I winced
at the combonatoon Then I smiled They looked
good- they would taste good I wondered which
student would watch me mutter through lunch maybe two students. maybe three. maybe the
department head. The oHice hour- 1ha1'sa good ume
for lunch Keep them wondering, "God, Mr Hall
doesn't even have ume to eat" they'd say "He is
really over·worked•" And my desk, that always
.idds 10 the image I don't really know what's on
It anymore. Forms. appllcat1ons. book reviews,
recommendauons, old lectures, composmon papers.
papers stacked up 10 eighteen inches in some
places If I didn't have the term breaks I wouldn't
be able to see over 1he pile Tilow were the good
tomes 1n the year-no students. no r11191ng telephone.
no meetings, no image to ke('p in shape-lus 1a
slow sorting, a shifting of contents. a clearing of
the desk
I stuffed the sandwiches into my kitbag along w11h
an apple from Sheridan's and some Greek olives
from Corno's & an ad1ustable wrench-I might
need 11 I'd loaned my pliers to Tony who'd been
having trouble with his bike MJtter ol fact. Tony
had trouble with his bicycle almost every day. 11 n
wasn't a flat, his handlebars had been stolen. or hrs
light or his fenders One 11me his b1 ke had fallen
over on hrm and bent out of shape When he told me
me about 11. 1t seemed strange Tony rs 6 loot 4
and weighs 260 pounds. and h1~ bike 1sa lightweight.
Maybe he had fallen on the bicycle and rn
gewng up he'd gotten contused <ibout the SBQuence
of events. II could have been that way I'd ask him
about It next ume-maybe altor 1he departmental
meeting . I tossed down somo more coffee and
headod for the cellar. The cellar is where I keep my
wine· I buy 1t in bulk and rebottle 1t In bottles
I hilve shipped over from Europe I also have
bicycles and skis down there I keep a huge stock1 could probably outfit a ski patrol 1f I wanted to1f the revoluuon didn't last more than the winter
season we could hold Mr Hood That would be
wild I wouldn't have to face anymore of those
classes. Ack, I'd almost erased my .. duues" out of
mind I'd almost forgotten about this morning's
class-I had beuer get cracking I chose an old
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b<own 1hree-speed wnh full -cover chain guard. I
wondered why I 'd picked 1ha1 one. On yes, I
remembered lhat I was going to make a commercial
1oday. Yes I had a commercial to do directly alter
lhemeettng. That was one of my moonlight ing jobs.
The TV s1attons paid prenv well. Then too. lhe
1110Y1estud1osd1d also. They kept sending me
scripts-I have no idea how lhey gol my name The
!Cf1pts and cheques kept coming-I kep l making
comments and sugges11ons and kepl sending 1he
scripts back ll was a pleasan1 cycle- I didn't have
lo face anyone 1here. I wondered when 1ha1 one
would come 10 an end. Besides 1hose two jobs I
drove that Sear's truck on weekends and had 1he
lecture series at 1he museum, "Today, students, I
should like 10 acquaim you wnh Scandi navian
jewelry found in ceriain recentlY·discovered grave
sires in ceniral Sweden dating lrom around 843
AD. You will note in lhe slides (in 1he close·ups at
any rarn) the feeling of the Orient-your feeling Is
qt11te In order. qui re in order .. . there is, a fl er al I,
considerable influence. ..." Yes. I liked the job-I
could be droll, severe, use my best accents. repeat.
gesture, pun, smile knowingly and relax.-nm at
a/I like my classes-God, what a difference! I Those
one-shot sessions. with a new group every11me, they
were~ood. a shot in the arm, a reward. I suooose,
IOf 1,000yearsat 1heuniversi1y-2,000 years
pe<haps!I 11 was pleasant. smiling hiS1ory. bul il
wasn't gettmg me 10 school. I had 10 escape 1h1s
sm1hng history. sober up, think straight, and try 10
make my class. I had 10 make most of nny classes.
There was the depanment and 11s rules. I 1 was a bit
uptight about misses- it d1dn'1 care whal you did
as long as you were 1here-you could merely appear
and do no1h1ng-the s1lem fifty m111u1es- 1hree days
a week len weeks per term. And there were those
who did 1us1 1l1at As long as you showed mosl of
the time you were in good shape Chairman Fred's
directive flashed past my eyes· .. Bovs. I wam a
swinging department-I want you to swing-I wam
'IOU to swing 11110 every class every day swingingly
and i f you can'l swing, auend!" I couldn'l pu1 my
finger on lhe quote but 11 musl have come from
Shakespeare; that was Fred's bagand he was good
al 11 lOO.

He managed 10 gel a three hundred S1udent section
and then had 1he compu 1er center run a check on
the class list. They chose 1he brightest kids. on
somebody's scale. and from 1he lis1he9ot 1en
lnsiructors for his 1hree hundred studen1s. He 1hen
gave a pep lalk about leaching experience and then
senl the 1en off to deal with 1he masses. Ten weeks
later he signed lhe grade cards and his '"teachers'"
filled in the grades-il was an honesl experiment.
Fred was OK-he spoke like a whirlwind. drunk or
sober- he was kind, undemanding . a nice guy. He
also kepl his reserve commission in the army-he
was a ligh1-colonel in some securily sec1ion. His job

was lo save our art 1f we were losing. He left
every summer for Georgia to do his duty. And
every school year staned off with a browned Fred.
dashing off directives on le!lerhead. Fred was a
born calvary officer-somet Imes I think he thought
or us as mules. But he rode herd pleasamly. He was
an example 10 us. I was glad he didn't dnnk on
campus-bul then again, 1he rules were clear. The
state didn't apprecia1e liquor-fl didn't want 11s
1eachers drunk, or drinking, and ll didn't want its
propeny defiled. By now I was fully awake and
ready to 1ry 1he ride 10 school . I wheeled my bike
up the ramp and oul of the house-I pul down 1he
kickstand and ran back into 1he house 10 bol11he
doors. If you didn'1 boh doors in my neighborhood.
you losl your doors-you were in trouble.
I didn'1 1ake any chances, I had a lot to lose-I had
all lhose costumes, lhe skis, 1he bikes, 1he gadgets1 wouldn't be me, I couldn't leach wilhoul my
props. I hurried from door 10 door double bolling.
There was 1hat idea lhat "If they really wanted
lO gel m lhey would" but 1ha1 didn"t really bother
me. In my house il was gel ting back ou1 tha1 was
1rouble. I had my bolts padlocked to steel door
frames. You'd have 10 lite and saw for weeks 10 gel
through one-I had a1 least rwo 10 each door. The
b19 swlf I had in lhe house they couldn't get oul,
lhe small stufi would have 10 be taken out lhrough
lhe wmdows-100 much bo1her and 100 much mess
for most of them. Finally I was ready. I grabbed my
k11bag and found my keys and dashed out. Once
on my bik e seat I felt power-new thoughts came
10 mind-"'1'11 s1an a bicycle revoluuonl!" I'd ban
1he automobile. in the city anyway. and reclaim
the city as one huge utopian park with walking.
slrolllngand bicycle malls- wow. thal'sa nice dream,
I thoughl. But meanwhile, I'm alone. I'm only one
against lhose lm·can hordes-11'sdangerous
lo cycle alone. Then 100, I'm noireally alone.
There is Tony, and Frank and Jack and some guys
1n Science and some others in lhe An Departmen1Ah, the officer corps!!! I was happy in that 1hough1.
Well, I'd gonen away-I was heading for 1he bridgeI'd make 11 now for sure. Bul my record had really
been qui le good this 1erm I'd made il almoS1
every time so far. surely I could miss today. I
could call in from a cafe,or a phone boolh . The
depanmen1al secre1ary. she"s very sweel. would
mark my board-she'd leave a no1e for my classes
"Professor J. Barringlon Hall has to fly lO Helsinki
this morning, or Brussels. He'll be back day afler
tomorrow on lhe evening Pan Am flight from
London. Meanwhile, do whal you would normally
do-what ever that is?" Yes, I could do that. There
was a pay phone just across 1he bridge near 1he
post ofiice ... Brussels, that's it. I wonder if I have
two dimes on me- I'll need two for 1he calls, o ne
10 Kalhy al lhe department one to Franklin al the
Foreign Ott ice. I only had one. I could call D.C. firsl
and the depan ment later. No, by the time I got
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through, the first class would already, on theory
Assistant Professor of English Jason Barrin~ton
anyway, be underway. No, I'd jus1have1ocall
HAii of the Pon land State Univernitv. Oreoon and
Kathy and then have her call !he long distance
Clerk of the yet unfounded ins1itu1ion, THE BICYCLE
operator 10 cal I me al the pay phone-a good ploy.
LOBBY. I got to school . I racked my bike and
I'll do 11. "Hall, you are one shrewd bicyclist-not
started into South Park Hall. I stopped. "Why was
I on a rush. a real rush' Why was I hurryong7" I
much of a teacher, bu t at least you survive. " I
went back 10 the rack for a moment and then
stopped- I was on the middle of the Broadway Bridge.
entered the next building, directly across from
Thew1nd lifted 1he boll of my skimmer, my white
immigrant cap- I thought about the coun iries beyond Sou th Park . Smith Center was a be1ter way to get
onto the complex anyway-the stairs weren't so
the river and London, Brussels. Copenhagen. I'd
steep, and there was always a chance of running
cathersaol-1could spend all year geuing thereonto the president or the head of honours- there
the damned State Department. That dorec tivesaid:
was always a chance to make points or 10 lay the
"The cheapest. fastest, one-way, most direct,
ground for a new ploy. I ran up thes1a1rs, not
coute flight." I 'd already flown too muchbecause I was rushing, but because I was giving 1he
perhaps I could gel a sea·goong gram. But a ploy
illusion of being In a hurry-I always rush for
like that would take days lo work ou t, I had only
hours. My ploys always worked somehow. But a
il lusion's sake. I made it to the fourth floor. I
sea-going grant would take finesse No, I'd have 10
stopped, glanced at the ads on the student's
go by air one more 11me-l'd need much more tome
billboard and started across 1heairwalk back to
South Park and my office. Just my luck. the head of
for a big year-deal
honours, Dr. Bierman-was bouncing 1n-l 'd miss him
1f I used the pillar-no luck. his eye ca1Jgh1 my
And for the present I'd play 11 cool- I'd make my
almost invisible form. I 'd have to say somet h1 ng.
classes. I'd arrange the flight from my office while
But I wasn't ready just yet, I'd be on the spot - he'd
eating my lunch in fron t of a few students and then,
see through me 1his time. I almost bought it last
yeah, about half way through the departmental
round- why, my God, did I always get myself in spots?
meeting I'd have Kathy come on woth a note.
And why did I smile as I almost didn't net out of
"I was urgently needed in Brussels." I could
ask Karl 10 run me to the airport-nice. Karl would
them? "DK, Hall, what are you into today?" I
wondered al the phrasing - not at all like Jud-maybe
en1oy geuong out-maybe I cou ld even arrange a
he had somethinQ really oressina on thismornina
passage for two. Let's see, why would NA TD need
and couldn't think of a good "What'snew Hall" line
KarP Perhaps he could give a paper on OSCAR
I slowed my gall and dropped a spur-01-the·momem
WILDE AND NATO DUAL TRAGEDY? or THE
bomb- "l 'm going town for the U.S. Senate, asa
LAW AND WILDE: A STUDY OF EARLY NATO
Hawkl" I sped away just catching the response
TREATI ES. Yes. I think the State Departmen t
"How the hell do you get the energy.. ·'" I sho1 up
would buy that, but would Franklin' He could
the stairs and made ot in to my door without any
write it on the plane. Bui would he go? Of course'!
other members of the department seeing me. That's
But then again I here was Barbara and the thirteen
not hard . actually, due to the rotten layout of the
children. Barbara would understand, NA TO
building-I only had to pass 357 feet of open
needed Karl. and Brussels would be good for him .
And he'd only be gone for three days. And he could
space and 1en office doors- I'd made H for sure. I
bring duty· free liquor back. Yes. Barbara would
breathed- I started ro sweat- I'd really made otapprove. I smiled. on a few hours Karl and I would
now JUSt 10 work up the courage 10 face three
bes111ong on the evening ffoght over the pole sipping
classes and that phone-it would start ringing sooncognac. saying quite, quite and •.. all sorts of good
1t should have started already- maybe 11 was out
things shot through my mind. I zipped past the
of order maybe 11 wouldn't ring all day-I could
booth, the post office. and through the lower Park
stay on the office all day- I'd listen for the right
Blocks-11 would be smooth sailing today-much lo
time, reach out and hang a sign on my door-then
I 'd have to hold my brooth • . but I could do It,
look forward to. I'd be able to face those classes
I'd had the pracuce and technique-I'd do H by
wtth ease. I stopped al the stop signs, waited at the
hghts, took my time .. . then I remembered I s11ll
God. I could call Kathy. from home. of course,
had lo talk Franklin into the travel voucher , and 11
she would post my classes. she could even post my
ornce for that maner-bul what if she came in?would be a battle this time. Mr. Nixon was making
all kinds of crazy cuts-perhaps Mr. Rodgers had
she wouldn't-she wouldn't especially if she heard
told him about Franklin. Perhaps Franklin wasn't
me breathing-she knows my game too. I'm
in charge o f European programs anymore. But they
afraid. Bierman and Kathy-I wonder if anyone
else is on 10 me-maybe I'd better look around for
could always use me in Brussels-I had after all
finished a paper on the devalua11on of the Finnish
another post-maybe I shou ld really apply for 1he
Mark and I had predicted 11 (10 the decimal) two
president's job at northern Mich1gan-Marquetteit would be cold-not much trouble really, memosyears before the devaluation, at my last Sta te
they after all, wrote me first about it. I 1
Oepanment debriefing. Yes. they would welcome
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wasn'11ha1 I took the first step.
The door started rumbl ing. Karl Sandgraf-he must
have seen me on the ramp-damn-I'd have to qo
for coffee and then everyo,1e would know I was on
the campus.... I'd have 10 answer, he'd start
calling "Hall, I know you're in there-why are you
hiding Hall-Hall-Hall" and he'd keep 11 up unul
the d1v1sional secretary would pop out her head
and say "Dr. Sandgraf, would you like me to let
you m Mr. Hall's office'" I'd have10 face Karl
I'd go 10 coffee... . "Hold on Karl Gus1av
Adolphus .•. I've been in a trance .. I 'II be
there in a second."
Karl, the coffee, the exchanges with other mem·
bers of the Department , the 1hirty·seven students
1n and out or the office and my classes zipped past
me so quickly I didn't realize 1hat I was through for
the day; that I was free-loose 10 shake at something
else. I just stood by the bicycle rack, numb, unable
10 get in motion. I 'd forgotten something. I t's
funny, you think I would learn alter all my
numb· times, but I didn't. I don't seem 10 remember
history. I just continue 10 lean back against my
grandmother's photographic memory and forget things.
My God, Emma's good-third 9radeeduca1ion and a
photographic mind-a good combination-the wizard
woman of the western world ! If I 'd only known about
her when I was th1rteen-l 'd have got ten control
of most of the rotten and evil empires by now- who
knows where I'd be. I wished for Granny's mind
and memory but that didn' t make it happen. My mind
was good. quick. thought oddly, but I couldn't
photograph and that was my downfall. I kept
forgeuing 1h1ngsandappointments, I kepi losing
notes; I kept notes on notes bul lost those also.
I f only I wouldn't pretend to myself . I f I had my
ship on order I could run light with the wind but
I 'd probably bust my gu t or my mainmast. No, 1t
was much beuer hovering about two sheets to the
wind with flappy sails-a condition no one (especially
my col leagues) could know about or understand.
Franklin, tha t was 1t. ·rd forgotten to call him and
now 11 was too late. D.C. was closed for the night,
the State Department operator was down for the
evening. There was liule hope of raising anyone.
tomorrow would have to do. I f I could only make
it. a diversion, a new flit. Yes I'd invent another
crutch. I'd told Bierman I was running for the
Senate- I'd run, I'd follow it up, I'd really do it. I 'd
announce and then fly off for the NATO conference.
Franklin had a secret number-1 'd almos t forgouen.
I'd written it on the inside flap of my bicycle bag
the time I had to fly Japan Air from London to meet
Finnair in Madrid-God, what a day that had been.
Pan Am screws up again. I smiled in memory. I had
been booked on the New York /London fligh t to
connect with BEA 10 Helsinki. Pam Am booked me on
a non-existent flight to Finland out of London. I
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ended up flying Japan Air to Frankfurt. RAT (Roumama
Air Transport) to Madrid and Fmnair to Helsinki.
What a day, that day! The only thing that saved
me was a number on the napkin on the RAT
flight - It was Franklin's secret D.C number-it has
been with me ever since. I'd call him at home and
set up the run 10 Brusrels, Then I'd call the
Chamber of Commerce and arrange, no, I 'd call the
Hil ton, they owed me a favor-I'd call the Hilton
and arrange for The Pavil ion Room. T hen I'd
ring thepress-therewould be seven mikes, a
plain background , the pitcher ot water, the ice
cubes. I 'd declare I was in 1he race for the
Senate, make a few statements, hand out a posi·
tion paper and fly off to Brussels; Hatfield would
blow his stack. The press would eat 1t up. I would
make page one coming and going-and I might even
wire some reports back rrom Belgium (Beliquel.
It was a nice set·up. And it would beat lacing
tomorrow's classes. And the next day's. I'd place
all my "students" on "reading and conference"
status-ha. the problem was solved - I 'd make it
through another week. I still had only onedime1didn't pay for my coffee but I needed a quiet
phone booth- I ran up four flights or stairs to
my office-that's impressive. that adds to the
image. Most of my departmental co-workers can
barely walk up two flights- most take the lih-thev
all are fat and lazy of mind and of body- I spurt
past them up or down with a sort of reverse snob
feeling; but I'm not really sure that they know
what's happening. They seem to pass off their
inability to think and to move and to feel as part
of fate- probably graduate school numbed them Into
submission. Anyway, the state of Oregon could
aiford an official call to D.C.-11 would look good
on the Bell bill . I'd ring Franklin. take h im away
from his cognac for a shon 11me and get the set
placed; I'd have a nice backdrop and beautiful
scenery-just a few more actors-Euripides where
are you now?
Franklin was a bit miffed-there was.of course the
official voice he always had to show me his
importance-and he was lmportan l. No number seven
m the Foreign Service was nothing. That's rankand he hadn't been appointed- he was career officer
Staff.
He sputtered a bit about Sandgraf- "The name,
trouble with clearance. we don't have a file on him.
do we, sure you need him, will take days for clear·
ance," rapid fire order without waiting answers.
But he'd do It, good old Franklin, the pnde of the
corps-he was a good operator and smooth. He
never Jost his balance, almost. once. when I had
applied directly to Mr. Nixon for the position as
Ambassador to Sweden and Nixon had called
Franklin in. I can just imagine the scene "Mr.
Franklin, ERR who is this ERR, applicant, ERR

for the post. EA A 1n Sweclen' Is he some sort of
ERR I hate to use such a harsh word. ERR. kook, ..
I never heard from Mr N ixon. he d1dn'1 reply 10 my

very kind three-page offer of help or my inquiry of
why one of the most important d1plomattc posts 1n
the world was left vacant for almost a year. but
w11h1n ten days a Black All-Amencan football
player wnh a Ph .D. was heading for the Swedish
crown. Franklin told me 1ha1 the President was
calling Fisk lnstitu1eashewasmakingh1sexit. I
amno1 really mad that Mr. Nixon didn't accept me
but I am a bit miffecl that he didn't acknowledge
my citizen's interest. He. after all. had callecl
Jackie Gleason when Gleason lost sixty-one
pounds. And then there was the time some farmer's
wile had crocheted BRING US BACK TOGETH ER
MR. PRES IDENT in golden s1nn9 beans on a
purple rayon scarf in Idaho- the preslden 1 had
flown 10 Idaho to give out a Freedom Medal. why
I was slighted. I at least deserved a form card reply
The King of Sweden answered my le11ers, Mr
Trudeau. Mrs. Gandhi, Mr Thant. all reply 10 my
ootes-1 undarstand why Mr. Johnson stopped
wr111ng After 1wen1y· two let1ers back and forth
my last one 901 to him : "Mr President, RE. the
bombing. you've sinned I I" That did 11. I 'm sure,
10 our friendship . But fourteen le11ers to Mr Nixon
of friendly and helpfu l advice without a reply-I
llJS1 don't understand the distance ploy . Perhaps I
needed 10 be hit in the head by a gold wrecking
ball and 10 die singing "HAI L TO THE CHIEF!" 10
gel a rise out of him. But even then I wouldn't
really know. I couldn't be sure..••

I 'd biked almost all the way home wi 1hou1 noticing
11-no1 a1 all good for a feeler of the world-for
someone who can hear bicycle spokes hum three
blocks away in a noisy city. I 'd belier watch out,
I'd belier limll those thought-play sessions while
in motion-I should use the bicycle time for
nothing but sensing and seeing, no th1nk1ng, I'd
write myself a note.. ..

Sam Oakland

Well, now that the Brussels ploy was set I could
bike home. invite the Sandgrafs over for beer. and
con Karl into making Europe w11h me. The con
wouldn't be hard, but gelling both of them 10 the
house would be difficult-Barbara would be tired.
beat, run down and over by her children, all
thirteen of them. she probably wouldn't want to
drive around the block . But I could move the case
to 1he v1ct1m, I could carry the ball to them . What·
ever, I would pos111on myself to drop the ltne. have
Karl bite, and then pull away wllh v1gor- l 'd even
do my "wait I 'll ring Franklin" rout1ne- l 'd dial !he
day number and do my act-it would be impressive.
There would be a telegram on Karl's desk early
the next morning, that would be the clincher. The
rest of the evening would be· "What do we need.
Karl, from Paris. hmmmmm!" The evening would be
apick·up for Barbara-it'd do her good and I 'd
have 1he pleasure of Karl's company across 1he
wa1er. I l1ke his company, he is good company,
K<lrl Is beautifully not-impressed by impressive
people and things. His act is almost as good as
mine. but his is honest. his only fault.
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This was a watershed year for
the United Indian Students.
Organized by Denise Lajimodiere
in 1970.71 and carried forward
1hisyearby DougMod1g. the
group 1saffihated with the
sraie-wide United Indian
Council.

Their promise is to provide a
strong supportive environment
for PSU Indian students.
incoming and currently enrolled.
No I nd1an students lei 1 school
this year, evidence of one
promise lauhlully kepi.
The members of the United
Indian Students involve
themselves with a host ol
programs which touch the larger
Indian community. Tutoring of
Indian children at the United
Indian Action Center on
Saturdays, and cultural programs
in the public schools reach
both Indian and non-I nd1an
young people. Counseling for
Indian students was provided
by Indian students.
Students lor the PSU program
were recruited lrom Indian
boarding schools. high schools,
and community colleges. The
PSU group serves as a resource
center for 01her Indian
organizations.
This year, the United Indian
Students requested funding from
student incidental fees, and
were gran ted $3.300 by the
Student Incidental Fee
Comm1 u ee. Th is is tangible
recogn1t1on by fellow students
ot the worth of the program.
and partially offsets the
administration's policy of
"benign neglect,"
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Portland State had a ful l slate of
speakers in 1971 ·72 at the
Wednesday Forum, the Friday sessions
in the North Lounge of Smith Center,
and other engagements in the PSU
gymnasium and ballroom.
In January. A laska's junior Senator,
Mike Gravel-the man who released
the Pentagon Papers to the public,
carried the citizens' doubtsabout
the nuclear power program to the
Senate, and stuck his neck out
trying to stop the Amchi tka
underground atomic bomb iestd ropped into town. And of all things,
He came to explain why we should
make Musk ie our nex t president.
Muskie had already visi ted PSU Fall
term and people were not impressed
by Gravel's pitch.
Eugene McCarthy, the champion of
1968, came to PSU also and proved
that however disillusioned students
were abou t his disappearance after
the disaster in Chicago the McCarthy
charm was still working. McCarthy
fil led the PSU gymnasium with better
1han 3,000 earnestly listening
students and after the speech spent
another 30 minu tes slowly talking
his way out of the gym.
That evening was poetry night at
the PSU Cabaret. At eleven p.m .
McCarthy appeared unannounced, was
introduced and then read his own
poems for half an hour. The best
poem was about St. Hubert, "a
ninth-century pagan Saint." The
original saint spotted a stag in the
forest one day and was about 10shoo1
him when he saw "a blue cross
burning between its eyes." The
ninth-century Hubert was converted
to Christianity. But for the latter
day Hubert "there's no conversion
today, and the stag drops in a
proper genuflection. "
Ron Abell, president of the James
G. Blaine Society. whose mouo is
" Keep Oregon Empty," visited the
PSU campus in January and regaled
a capacity crowd at the Wednesday
Forum. Abell , who isa journalism
instructor at Lewis and Clark Col lege
in Portland, crack ed every one up
with quotes from his series or
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newspaper articles about the Blaine
Society and Oregon. The art 1cles
featured such things as "giant
saw-toothed earthworms,"
"static·electricity·storing trees
that only true Oregonians were wise
enough to avoid," rare ski n diseases
contracted by res1den ts of the
'eternally wet state,"' and talked
about plans for an underground from
Ashland to Portland. Abell said that
ii the Society ever gets any money
ahead one of the "vague but sinister
ways" he would keep people out of
Oregon would bea billboard at the
Oregon-California border woth iust
one horizontal line on it and the
words "high water line, 1964."
Angela Davis' mother, Sally Davis.
also spoke at PSU and stressed that
her daughter was innocent of the
charges that had kept her in prison
over a year. Not many days after
Mrs. Davis spoke, her daughter was
released on bail from the California
prison where she had been awaiting
trial.
Seal Kenny, a traveling salesman
from Ireland for the outlawed and
embauled Irish Republican Army
brought his message 10 Portland
State. To wit:
"The Civil Righ ts movemen t has
stopped the gerrymandering of
districts in most cases. It's rhe
tremendous presence on the streets
of rhousands of people demanding
'One Job, One Vote' ... you've
seen the placards on your TV . ..
that's forced the government to
bring in legislation to stop moving
the district lines. But if there's
any voting to be done in Ireland it
should be done for all I reland
because we're one people and one
na1ion. 1t's all of Ireland or
nothing. Britain has d ivided vs.
the Irish had no say in it.
Twenty-five or thirty families
control the government. I don't
want to just change masters or
the flag, I want to change the
system . "

..All women affl lesbi1ns
fJXcep t thos11 who don 't know
It. "'
..Bt!n1tr la tttnt thin rnt'IH!r. H

"Until all women are
l1tsbiBn1 tht rtJ will~ no
true polit k:81 rtNOlution. •·

"Ha Aid 'I want your b<Xly. •

Sho said 'You CJJn hllllf i t
wh•n rm through with i t.•••

"All women are lesba1ns except those who
don' t know i1"-Key note of a determined,
sometimes poetic torrent ot words and
idea·mobi les flown ou t over heads of PSU
students by Jill Johnston, N.Y. lesbian speaker.

"In a h1tUtrose11ual
rt1/1(/onship no woman can
l"1 thetJqtJJll-it ii•
con tradition In tt1rms.
H # tt!fOJeXvality /$po/itlc1tf, ..

Ouo1es from Jiii Johnston's
SC)Meh.

Time and place of meeting . confused. Message:
hard to assimilate. Closure of meeung : chaotic.
Reactions: lesbian libbers-feudal loyally;
heterosexual libbers-detachmen1 wiih noblesse
oblige Interest : males-curiositY and hostility.
Forty-five minutes ot incisive. nearly non·stop
polemic directed against heterosexual values.
"A woman can't know herself unless she has
an intimate relationship with another woman."
Jill asks the men to leave. Resistance, hot
tempers. hurt feelings, and cries of "rights."
Men evacuated. Fit1y percen t of women. in a
show ot hands, proclaim their lesbianism.
More confusion: decision to adjourn meeung 10
Montgomery Building.
Impact on UniversitY: ambivalence. Wh ich was
more important. the hassle over male
attendance, or w hat she was saying?
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DREAM IN G STUDENTS
Redding, Otis
dreams to remember
Sisters
sharing with
KING

keen
"I HAVE A DREAM"
this scene
will be
realized.
Dreams
do come
thru my friend
GANDHI
have a
good
oh good'n
less less we
forget
dying
will get you no·
where is
dead
said the Prophet/ KAHLIL GIBRAN
& why go to heaven I in heart
there is no hell or
gabriel I Louis Arms are
Strong in the horn
Miles is around you
anyway, web together I W.E.B. DuBois
your brain
schooling
Poet/say
get it while you
can. "THINK ABOUT IT"
spirits
from the
living & dead
all being here
have a spirit
living or dea&
have a spirit
living in your head
LIFE. IMAMU AMARI BARAKA
teach us
love us
FLOONEY
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This year's Portland Staie University theatre
season lea lured everything from the
contemporary play Indians to the rather
risque La Ronde. Moliere's The
Misanthrope played fall term. This classic
p lay was well·staged, well -acted, and
attracted sizeable audiences.
Indians by Arthur Kopit, was schedu led
!or two weekends of performances. However,
questionable publici ty techniques aroused
the legilimate interest o f lhe PSU United
Indian Students who questioned rhe propriety
of staging the play without any Indian actors.
T he play was cancelled the first weekend
but p layed the second. Kopit's intention in
Indians had been 10 point up the insensitive
sell-righteousness of whites, a poon l which
was thought by many people to be lunher
demonstrated by the manner in which the play
was publicized.
An opera was presented winier term, L '£/isir
d' Amor (The Elixir of Love), produced and
di reeled by Gerry Morgan. The exceptional
production drew favorable reviews.and ful l
house audiences were the rule.
Viennese physician Arthur Schnitzler in the
1890's penned La Ronde to dramatize the
transmission of Venereal Disease among a
circle of lovers. PSU director Wil I iam Tate
adapted and renamed this ancient story 'The
Dance of Lust. The bawdy dialogue and
complaisant seduction scenes caused many an
audience member ro guffaw w ith shock of
recognition of h is or her own personal
foibles.
The Graduate Theatre performed the musical
The Fantasticks, with music by Tom
Jones. Performances winier and spring terms
kept the cast busy.
The Arthur Miller play After The Fall was
scheduled for spring showing. This ambitious
work required all the resources avai lable 10
a professional repertory company, and even
then past national product ions had of ten
fallen short. " 'T isbeu Rrto havetried .. "
The Misanthrope was a notable success as
PSU 's entry in the Non hwest Regional
T heater competition held in January al PSU.
Emerging as the lop play against competition
which included A Man For All Seasons and
Rosencrantz and Gui/dens tern Are Dead, The
Misanthrope was selected 10 represent the
Northwest al the American College T hea tre
Festival, A pril 10to23, 1972at 1he
Eisenhower Theater , Kennedy Center for 1he
Pertorming A rts, Wash ington , D. C. l l was
truly an 'American' competition, inasmuch as
the sponsors included A merican Oil ,
A merican Exp ress. and American Air Iines.
No matter ; the p lay's the thing.
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The Portland Shakespeare Company
was founded by Peter Fornara In
1969. The Company has produced
fourteen plays including success! ul
productions of Hamlet. Twelfth
Nighc, Wo yzeck and Oth ello and
has performed on eight different
theaters since then. Now,ai long
last. the group's nomadic phase is
about to end. They expect to open
new quarters m the Shattuck Building
Auditorium this fall. The theater
wi 11 open w1 th a production of
King Lear which the company began
preparing for on January.
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Keep On Truckin (Coulez·Vous Douce).
During the fall, the French Theater presented
Keep On Truckin (Coulezvous la Douce) Fiw
performances were presented at P S U . (three
in French. two in English), drawing record
crowds
Among those who saw the product oon was Rudv
Englander. General Secretaryot the
International Student Theatre Union, who
called the show "an outstanding student
produc11on." lnaddltlon.1hegroupwas
invited 10perform1n Nancy, France.at the
International Theatre Festival on 1972 but
financial problems. unlortunatcly, lcd 10 the
cancellauon of the event
Although the play wasdorected by Penny
Allen, French instructor at PS U .• 11was
a collec11vecrea11on woth the cast decoding
on tones, movements. and ontl!fpre1a1100. and
generally being a vital cr111cal force at
each stage of 1heplay'sdevelopmen1.
The underlying theme ot the play was how 10
cope w11h change and deal wo th some of
Ameroca'sWAS.P values that no longer
work. Image, rather than verbal or
"intellectual" theatre was the medium
used. I ndeed, thc90 minute play had only
500 words. The actors also played many and
varied roles including cats. boogers.
truckers. a dog. a crab and Marilyn Monroe.
To these 1ngred1en1s Penny added the
phenomenon of mull• media whoch included
cinema. song, dance. a voice show. strobes.
odors. monologue, dialogue. pantomime and a
rock sound track
Few people were 1nd1fferen1 to the play and
most react oons were eo ther strongly favorable
or decidedly unfavorable. Many SPectators were
made uncomfortable by slow movements. lack of
continuous ac11on and the portrayal of
natural body functions.
From the feedback and commentary solocoted
by members of the group, 11 was decoded 10
completely rewrote the show for this April's
production at P.S.U and pro1ected tour of
the northwest during May. In add111on. the
name of the show was changed to Moving
Right Along by the Portland Truckers.
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Portland State Education Center
Director: Harold Williams
Assistant Director: Harvey Rice
Loc.ited JI 2611 N.E Union Avenue, 1he
Educa11on Center is a whole new approach to
learning, prov1d1ngacomb1nat1onof cultural,
voc:a11onal, and recrea11onal actrvrt1esalong
wrth accredited unrvers1ty courses designed
lor people who, lor various reasons. can't
attend regular PSU sessions.
Started 1n 1969 w11h less than fifty studentS,
the Center has grown prod1g1ously and there
are now over 1300 a11end1ng classes weekly.
The Center offers both credn and non-cred11
courses The cred1 t courses. which are
taught by regular PSU professors on a
volunteer basts. are concentrated matnly 1n
m.ith and English. but courses m socrolO<JY.
philosophy and history are olfered. The
non·cred1t courses. !aught by volunteer
insiructors lrom lhe commun11y at large, are
usually voca11onal m nature and are
formulated according 10 requests from both
communi1v oroanlzations and md1v1duals
Such coursesasprepara11on lor bo th G.E.D.
Jnd C1v1I Service exam 1nauons are of lered
eve1y 1erm. Others dealing 1n vocal ional
skills and job preparauon, such as Off ice
Proc.cdures and Secretar 1al Science. have been
offered thus lar and more are slated for 1he
future.
The Center also has a tutor program which
acts asa testing ground for aspiring teachers
The tutors, who are mainly vpper-d1v1sion or
graduate students at PSU get ftrst.Jland
teaching experience by giving rnd1v1duals
personal 1ns1ruc11on which often means the
difference between the11 dropping-out or
staying rn.
Some of the problems and challenges that the
Center now faces are how to encourage students
to "graduate" to the main campus and how to
enltst more ftnanc1al supportsrnce rt can't
operate forever relying only on volunteer
instructors. If these problems can be
ehm1nated, the Educauon Center could
become a model lor 01her 1nst1tv11ons. Such
cxpenmental. nonel11est lormsmay
foreshadow mst1tu11onal developments of 1he
future.
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The Women's Studies Program this
year was concerned with exp loring
the experience or being a woman
in Western Society. thecui ture,
history and institutions of which
have been derined and codified
essen11ally by men, often 10 the
exclusion or interests of women.
The program drew upon a large body
of neglected ma terial 1n the
established disciplines, including
feminine views of power, influence.
technology and research. 1t
encouraged open-ended questioning
of the status of women, their
roles. and their relative absence
from positions oJ power ou tside
the family, and their distinc tive
psychology.
Separatism. when used in courses.
was jusufied as appropriate as
a means but not as an end .
The program attempted to make all
courses reflect the platform of
the Women's Studies Collective
that courses (11 focus on women
with a non-sexist approach {2)
incorporate authentic student
participation and f3) concentrate
on involved teaching, that isa
dialogue between scholarship and
li fe.
Nationwide tbereare probably no
more than two dozen colleges and
universities offering Women's
Studies courses. The program at
Port land State is certainly one
of the largest.
Inquiries have been received trom
women students and faculty member
1n many pans of the country
requesting information on the
program at Portland State UnivefSity.
locally women at Portland State
have given assistance and
encouragemen t to others at lewis
and Clark College in Portland,
Moum Angel College near Salem,
Oregon and Clark College in
Vancouver. Washington, in 1heir
attempts to set up Women's Studies
programs at their schools.
During the last months of 1970
studen ts and facul ty members began
a discussion that led to development
o f the Women's Studies Program at
Po rtland State. The first action
of this informal group was to
organize a week I y lecture series
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on women open to both the university
and thecommunity at large.
A survef taken at that time
revealed high interest among faculty
members In teaching Women's Studies
courses. During spring term
registration of last year the first
catalogue of Women's Studies
courses was distribu ted wl th ten
o!ierlngs in tour departments.
A proposal for establishing a
Women's Studies Certificate Program
at Portland State was written during
the summer or 1971 and subm i lied
to the Oregon State Board of
Higher Education . Knowing that even
if the proposal was approved formal
action would 1ake many months, the
involved faculty and students
continued developing the program
on an informal level.
By la II term of this year a need
was fell for a more st ructured
organization to ensure that work
necessary to set up the courses was
being done. lmerested students at
an open meeting formed a Women's
Studies Collective to carry out
this work. All the students wishing
to serve on 1hecollec11ve put
their names 1n to a hat and seven
weredrawn toserve winter term.
A newcollec1ivewill be selected
each term to insure broad student
participation in the program.
Winter term the Women'sStudies
program received its first formal
recognition from the university on
the lorm of a $500 budget allotment
from the Opera tional Reserve Fund .
Before th is the program had been
carried on through volunteer et forts
of facu lty and students.
The allotment enabled the program
to hire two studen ts 10 carry out
many administrallve chores.
Included was the establishment of
a resource center for people
interested on the program . the
Women's Movement in general, and
for those doing research on women.
Off1cespacewasdonated bya
phil osophy professor and materials
were donated bv variousdeoanmen ts.
I n January or 1972 representatives
or the Women's Studies Program
presented a budget request to the
Student Inciden tal Fee Committee.
The commit tee recommended a $3.000
budget for the 1972-73 school year
from the Educational Activities
Budget .
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Stlttua on Women's Stlldlts
Progr..m Enrollme11t:
500t s1noe$pnng t971
274 W1n1er Term 1972

l236women, 38ment
8udget;

$500- 0S>trauonel Aftel'Yt
Fund, 1971 72
4

$3000- Educational
Ac11v1ttes 1972-73
ho bl! approved)

....-,
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Left:
Wilt Outerbrldgo, Artln
Uppt:r Right:
AonSt•n
8111 Larlcin
H•nkSwan
Musie1tns In rnidenc11

Ponland. Oregon
Lower right;
H•911·en
JOhn. Art, Tom.Alttili.GNQ
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The Portland Wheel blazers and
the PSU Celebrity Team locked
wheels in a Benef11 baske1ball
game played in the PSU
gymnasium. The has11ly
assembled PSU team of
maladro1 t students and earnes1
teachers was no compe1111on
for the Wheelblalers. who won
with incredible ease by a
score of 87 •16.
The Wheelbla1ers compe1e in a
four-team league aga1ns1 teams
from Washington and Oregon,
all composed of men who are
confined to whe<?lchaors- largely
because of industrial accodenis.
The gate receipts were d1v1ded
equally between 1he Blawrs
and the PSU College lnforma11on
Resources Program (CR IP)
Three hundred spec1a1ors
came. saw, and were conquered
by thee/an of the Blazers
(The Celebri11es are secre tly
tra1111n9 whole negot1at1ng tor
a rematch.)
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Prh1ditn1 Gregc>ry \Volf e

Luncheon Mutrtln9W1th ASPSU
NOYe111bor 19, 197 1

..The l nteltectu-al commun1 ry
is 0t1oof rhen,ost u11t1qutJ/

commt1nJ1,u rov'fl ner find.,.,.
''Whar .stut.'-nu wa1u 1odo
wrth student 90ttarn~nt is
mort 11npon~n1 than whor t
w.mt to do wi' r/1 Ir.••

Women and minority group members have no1
been treated fairly by PSU. Promotions are
fewer. salaries are smaller, and employment
opponun1t1esare rnore hmited for them than
for wh11e males. These l1nd1ngswere the
essence of an 1nves11gat1ve repon compiled
by the U.S. Department of Health, Educauon
and Welfare.
Failure 10 meet minimum lederal employmen 1
s1andards could resul1 in the loss 10 PSU of
federal funds. The PSU adminisiratlon is
required to 1akeact1on to rec1lfy the
inequities, and to do so within a specified
t1mepenod.
American minomies-lnd1ans. Blacks,
Orientals, Span1sh-su rnamed-w1ll comprise
seven percent of the 101al faculty by the
end of the decade, 1f theun1versi1y compiles
fully with 11s own affirmative action program.
The repon on ex1s11ngdiscnmina1ion evoked
much discussion w11hin the university
community not least because 1heuniversi1y
had established i1sown Equal Employmen t
Comm111ee in 1he spring of 1971, bu t failed
to establish acommillee to implemen t change
until one week before the HEW team delivered
1ts repon (March, 1972).
ll 1s 10 be hoped I hat PSU will move w11h
alacrity to become the first of the three
major Oregon univers1t1es to be ruled 111
comphancew1th the federal guidelines.
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The following is a percentage tally of results from the incidental fee survey taken duri ng wint er term
registra tion. Results listed here are those items listed on the front side of the card. On the reverse side,
students were given an opportunity to vote on o ther items such as legal aid , Placement Service and Counseling
Center. curren tly not being funded by incidental fees. Ad ditional space was provided for those students who
wished to write in other areas which they wou ld want to support.
RESULTS OF INCIDENTAL FEE
QUESTIONNAIRE
CARDS PROCESSED: 6173

1. Smith Center
2. Football
3. Basketball
4. Wrestling
5. Other Sports
6. Cultural Activities
7. Speakers
8. Student Services
9. Community Projects
10. Outdoor Program
11. Rock . Jazz, Folk Concerts
12. Clubs, Organizations
13. Publications (Viking, Review, Vanguard)
14. OSPIRG
15. All·University Events
16. Academic Activities
17. lntramurals & Recreational Activities
18. Child Care Center
19. Women's Intercollegiate Sports
20. Student Government
mean average

None %
7.8
39.1
27.6
28.3
28.0
8.6
9.7
6.5
10.7
11 .6
17.1
24.8
17.7
24.8
12.1
8 .3
14.9
11.2
23.9
24.8

Less%
18.5
25.1
19.1
16.9
18.7
12.6
14.7
5.3
11 .9
11 .9
14.2
23.3
24.9
13.0
13.8
8.2
14.8
6.3
14.0
19.9

Same
%
56.6
20.6
34.8
34.9
32.2
40.8
38.3
43.3
38.6
39.0
30.9
34.2
43.2
34.6
46.3
43 .2
39.3
31.4
35.1
36.1

More
%
5.9
7.5
10.7
11 .1
11 .7
27.4
28.9
35.0
28.0
25.7
28.8
6.3
5.7
16.7
10.1
26.9
19.5
41 .7
15.1
9.1

17.9

15.3

37.6

18.6

No Opinion
TOTAL
%
5537
11.2
6042
7.7
7.8
6018
6001
8 .8
5976
9.4
5916
10.6
8.4
5953
9.9
5903
11 .7
5900
11.8
5912
9.0
5944
11.4
5803
8.5
5913
10.9
5719
17.7
5808
13.4
5836
11 .5
5868
9.4
5868
5887
11 .9
10.1
5864
10.5
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The fu1ure of vars11y
football at PSU os presently
on shaky ground. Don Read,
Vo king head coach, apparently
saw the all tooobvoous
direction in which his sport
was headed and fled the scene.
possibly to write the whole
thing off asa grade
nightmare.

·s·

'Way back on 1969, s1uden1
body president, Andrew Hayna
wanted to put anend to
varsity football because it
was too costly to students
and they didn't seem to give
a damn abou t 11 anyw~y.
After all, thedaysol bobby
socks, raccoon coats. and
tear mg down goalposts were
gone forever so 1t only
seemed natural that football
should be next.
But Read and theVokshungoo,
and, as gate receipts dropped
and costscontonued 10 soar,
the fu ture looked bleak ondood.
There were some high spots,
of course; or maybe ot was
1ust A high spot - Van Dolm
and his great quarterbacking.
But to offset the good points
there were many bad ones. The
gate receipts for the first
game of the 1971 72 season
wereSl,000. For the second,
amere$600. Worse yet. the
projected def1c1t for the
season was quite large.

,~ _
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Then, on the 1nc1dental fee
survey, football bombed.
Sixty-four percent of the
students res;iond1ng 1nd1cated
that they wanted either no
money allocated for 1he spon
or less money than 1n previous
years. Asa result of this
survey, the Student Incidental
Fee Commit tee oecommended ill!
the Athleuc Department
receive only $170,000 for
1972-73. nearly $25.000 less
than they had requested. In
addotion. thecommmee
suggested that theant1c1pated
athteucdeficitof 1971-72
(close to $30.000) come oft
the nex I year's allocation.
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As a r1nal note, let us take
a short look at the University
of Chicago as an example or
thenewoutlook toward
college athletics. While
Portland State and many other
un1vers111eswere reevaluating
their a1hle11c programs. the
University of Chicago. aller
thirty years of be1ngw1thout
vars1ly football.again
sanc11oncd that sport in
s1xty·nine. On the first day
or practice. twenty-seven
men turned out. fifteen of
whom had never played the
game before. During halfume
of the opening game (which
they lost six to zero) an
all Kazoo marching band.
came out on the field. and
the mid.game fes11v1t1es
wound up with the crowning
of a relrigerator as
Homecoming Queen.
11 such is an 1nd1cauon of
things to come, then PSU's
new head football coach,
Ron Stra11en. has quite a
1ob 1n store tor himself.
And, as of 1he situation
wasn't already bad enough,
good Kazoo players are hard
to find.
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Jenni ngs House is gone.
To some. its passing was a relief and the
end of a three year long headache: what to
do w i th theseven ty·year-old building that
sat rather forlornly, without tenants or
foundation, on the corner of S.W. Broadway
and Jackson Theadministratorsof P.S.U . are
pleased 10 announce that the problem has
been solved. Jennings House is now a park1ng
lot because nobody ever has to make excuses
for parking lots. or move them, or defend
them.
There were some people, however strange it
seems. who liked the old house. It wasn' 1
exactly beautiful nor was it old enough 10
be preserved as an histor ical monument.
Lincoln didn't w r ite the Gettysburg Address
there either, al!hough it is said that some
long-forgotten Oregon governor once used its
bathroom. But those who mourned its passing
'
probably did so because there are now and
always will be a few people who prefer funky
old houses 10 parking tors.
In the years that followed, it was used to
house: among other stalwan and upright
organizations. 1he National lndepende11 1
Spiri 1Uahs1Associated Church, the Brandon

Hall School of Music, Dance and Drama. and
according to some reliable sources, a rather
high-class bro1hel . In the mid· fifties
Portland State acquired the building,
remodeled it, and used it to house Business
Administration departmental offices. Then,
in 1968. to make room for Cramer Hall, it
was moved from its original location facing
the park blocks to 1he site where it was
eventually destroyed.
Built in 1902 for one Richard J. Jennings
{some say because he needed a place to I ive).
its design was based on the short-I 1ved
Classic Revival rrendof the 1850's. With
its huge column front, it looked tikea
salvaged Greek temple that had been squashed
against a two-story frame house. Still i t
had character and charm, something that the
architects of 1he Georgia-Pacific Bui Iding
forgot to include in their plans.
On October 15, 1971. virtually unnoticed,
Jennings House was demolished but, ironically
e~ough, not without a fight. According to one
witness, the house. at first.refused 10
fall before the hard-hats and bulldozers.
'.hen, four hours later . the last great
timbers gave way, and Jennings House went
to the Great lot in the Sky.
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GrMtOUv

Mix togtthe'r:
1 ciy; Mt wM'&r

oii
1 c~ honey
1 C'U}J

1/ 2

~raw suga,r

Mix v-oge~r jotlow#ig ingredients; then,

5r£r Vn

cibovt mix~e :
2 cuys wlwk wheatjlou.14 cu;s rol'ld oats
1

VO

c~ rice, yoUsh

112 C'Uf
l / 2

cornmeal

cuy se.s Mne, seed'.5

1

c~ wheat germ

1

OUf wrv.swe~te-nedr cocoriiw-

1 tab'l&syoon
2

c~s

sak

cho/'}e,,clnuts

Bakfl Vn,, s!u11ll-OwYMV fu 3 o o ove;nfor
+5 11Wrtuus. stir efte~ crumbUrig the
mixCJwr& M it balu.5 M14 dffus.
9
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In 1971 72, afler more 1han 12
months of adm1mstrat1vehasshng
and low·prohleorgamzauonal work.
Oregon Student Public ln1eres1
Research Group (OSPI AG) broke 1n10
1heopenandran
OSPI AG had failed 10 produce
1ang1ble resul1sw11h 1hes1udents'
1nc1den1al fee money, Organ11a11ons
SCI up lo f1gh1 OSPI RG by the
Georgia Paci f 1c Corpora 11on and
con1nbu1ors 10 Clly Comm1ss1oner
Francis lvanc1e's successful
campaign last year, had been hard
a1 work creaung a feeli ng of
1ll·w1ll ilga1ns1 OSPI AG s1a1ew1de.
Bui meanwhile OSPI RG was gelling
1owork. In keep1ngw11h their
principle of working w11h1n the
sys1em. OSPI AG students worked wllh
1heoff1cesof the Multnomah County
D1s1nc1 Auorney and 1he Oregon
Department of Environmen1a1 Quality
By 1hocnd of winter 1erm OSPIRG
had comolc1cd 25 studies.
One study included pho1ographs of
C11y of Pon land 1rucks dumping
ho1asphal1into the beleaguered
W1llome1 1e River. Thiss1udy was
turned over 10 the Multnomah Coumy
D.A. and resulted 1n voluntary
curtailment by the C11y or 1ha1
11me-honored orac11ce.
A study of au1omob11e hne-uo
shops done wuh the direcuon of 1he
D.A 'sOff1ceof Consumer Pro1ec11on

hdS made firms in 1he auto repair
business <1Ware of the 1ee1h 1n the
1971 Fraudulent Trade Prac11ces Act
The Multnomah County Consumer
Pro1ec11on Off1ceadm11s rrankly
1ha1 their lack of research staff
makes consumer pro1ec11on d1ff1cull,
and called 1h1s OSPI AG s1udy
adequate, unbiased and useful.
OSPIAG volunteers also canvassed
the Columbia Slough area iden11fy1119
the proner lY owners for a land use
study jointly conducted by the Por1
o' Pon land. C11y of Portland,
Multnomah County D.A. and the
OrecJon Department of Environmental
Quality. D.E.O. offlcialssay
1heOSPIAG pan of 1hestudy saved
the state of Oregon 520.000. Asked
Jboul OSPIRG, D.E.O.ch1ef L.B . Dav
said. "I'm really high on them. They
are the bc~l thing to happen to
Ort>gon 1n a long time."
By spring, aher two long winters
of chscon1en1, OSPI RG wasw1nn1ng
lhl' sluden 1suppon necessary for
11s r.urv1val.
This O•ll\10n experiment 1s 1he
pro101ype for new Ralph
Nader-inspired consumer protec1ion
research groups across 1hecoun1ry.
This yoor'ssuccesses proved again
that Ore<JOn is one state capable of
accepung new ideas.

Upptt ~

Th• I m~•'• resull WIS

.,.odtadi"'

ol IN bttlk 10 prevtn1 further dumpint
ltUO IM 1l"ff'•

lower~

QOM obMtv•tJOft ol m. WeJ ..nabfed
OSPIAG •U~dents to phot~ the
p1oct111 • 1t 1etulllv occurred.

_,46
OSPIRG tludent conducting w•ttr
pollution ttUJ In th• O rtg0n
0tp8rtmtnt of Envhonm.tntal
Outllt'V IAbot•IOry,
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A NEEDEDnew coursewasavailable
this year : "Environmental Awareness
and Action" (GSt 199). Two terms
or niuy-griuy indispensable
brain-food for those who love c lean
water, eanh and air, and really
want to understand the complex
issues involved in the struggle to
heal !he natural (and social!
environment.

COftl Staff
John Hammond

Biii Bokke

Hal Wllson
Biology

Dick Forbes
Oiek Tocher

Malcolm Lea
E•rth Sciences
Leon1rd Palmer
EconomiaHelen Waehrer

" 1t has now become impossible to
make wise decisions about the
environment without an understanding
or economics, history, political
science, sociology, psychology, and
humanities. as well as the hard
sciences. This calls for a new
educational approach,
environmental educauon •.•

Engl Ith
Sam Yorks

Educ.ation
Chas 8uNCh

-OvtJrall. th• bit1nnia1
bu~tatyprosp1<;1 Is grim.

It will r«1ufrt1 tfghtflning
b6r.t and t0Ught1r suJHr11i1ion

than t1"9r t>efoffl •••

•i

"W1 N11•J)OISSad the poln t
whtN• we~nsk lm offmourct1J
lrom exls1/ng progr11mt t o
mount noworun. There ls no
erNm 01nd thoacad'1mic uddt1r

is MmOtUlfab/y dry,''
PSU Presiden t Wolfe
"Statoof 'ho Unl\le1'1ity..
mOSS<)91

Environmental education is a
life· long process. h isa way of
looking at life, fostering awareness
of other life and of interrelationships,
learning co recognize the effects
we have on physical surroundings,
and the responsibihties we must
accept for the mere fact of our
presence and of our activity in our
environment . It should enable us to
make sound ecological decisions and
foreses their consequences. to make
value judgments. and act accordingly.
It is acceptance of life values and
ways of living which minimize
destruction and maximize those
relationships that enhance life. I 1
is learning how to contribute to
the Quah rv of Ii fe, and the
constructive use, rather than
exploitation, of the environment •..

environmental education; the second
term was devoted to student
participation in self-chosen
projects- either research or act ion.
The course objectives were two· fold
Auitudinal changes, and acquisition
of factual knowledge and "know·how."
Teachers from many depanments
pitched in to help, providing a
beautiful example of what the
learning experience might be. must
be.can be.
Students ini tiated a cafeteria
utensil recycling proposal and
col lected 4,000 signatures on their
petitions; researched employment
opportunities in the environmental
field; investigated logging practices
and al ternative life styles
(communes); conducted environmental
education sessions in the high
schools; and worked to preserve the
Roaring River area in the Mount Hood
National Forest asa wilderness area.

Sepu!mbef 28, 1911

Environmental education provides
altema tewaysof thinking-a
synthesis-which colors and affects
the humanities, languages, social
sciences, history, the natural
sciences. It will give man an
ecological perspective for every
aspect of learning."
John Hammond of the Phi losophy
Depanment used the above quote
from a federal government pamphlet
asa statement of purpose for the
course. The first term concentrated
on transmitting information
necessary for a factual understanding
of the many areas involved in
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Outdoor Program
December Something had 10 give.
The 1wo guys who said they were
from Ohio wanted to know 1f there
were any 1rou1 m the Forecourt
Fountain.
..No, the water 1s fluondatcd and
gets changed once a week - no fish .
There are gum wrappers. c1garet 1e
bulls. and before the lluo11ne a
few hepa1111s bugs... The fountain
is not the answer
Chmb Mount Hood? Go up the south
side, the easy route. snow practice
on Saturday. thechmb itself on
Sunday.
I think about 1t all through
chemistry Aherclass I sign my
name to the list of climbers for the
weekend Then ask around to find ou 1
what to take. how 10 dress and
where to get a pack and 1ce·ax

Le1'sno1 go back just yet. Aller
all, I'll probably never do 1h1s
again and I wam 10 remember
eve1ythmg and 1akc a couple of
pictures.

Thesumm11 s11nks-h1erally.
Nobody says an\f\h1n9abou1 the
sulphur fumaroles al the top. I
can see Ml Saint Helens to the
north and Ml. Jefferson to the
south
I catch my breath and laugh, choke.
look around and laugh some more.
Take the lemonade and cuss my
weary bones.
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r,,,, 11~0/ tM Htmill#'I•
was to ,,.,,.._finlt~IV

PtntpoMd. Again rM f'W'
cloud ICfftn rose tall •t>ow<W
th•t:Uf't11/ Of th• W01/d, I
w.as about to 1urn ;iw•'I
d~ntfldtY wMtt • wUd

Three weeks later I climb ag.11n.
'Whal do you mean. take off my
shoes and s1an up the rock? .. I
ca1ch on quickly though. The
fnc11onand grip of bare feet on
sunwarmed rocks, balancing and
find1ng l11 tie nubs and cracks 10
help rno higher. By 1heond of the
day I Inch my way up and down my
forsl chimney. I learn 10 belay <1nrf
rappel and stop trying to catch every
lizard I spot on 1he rocks.
And. a week later. chmb again
Now I know a couple of different
routes on a couple of different
mountains. My old fnendssec me
less and less and my new fnends
know me very well indeed.

Suddenly t feel thism19ht bea
good 1imo 10 tell the leader that
I'm strictly a beginner, have no
experience and tUSI hke to be
outdoors. He strokes his head and
says that's 0 . K.• the sou th side
was climbed last year by a lady
1n high heels
Cl1mb1ng up makes your muscles
oche;down makes your 101msache.
The glare of the sun off the fresh
snow is g1v1ng me a sunburn. The
girl ahead of me seems 10 be in
belier shape than I am. Should have
taken a P.E class 1h1s term, or
cut down on 1hebEersa 1111le. The
aor 1sclean and sharp. The blisters
on my feet remind me of the lady
1n high heels

••• It SHnWd OS though Ot.lf

d»OClfht MM# me ta1#"'Y
MMlh,gMI .••

W. H. Murnsv

From E~t•:it:
TMMstR,.

OccasH>rtl do ncn m.Jk• • m;tn
,;thtt •ttong orW'l'<tk, but
they mow ~r tw •

Now I ... tM .1«1•1 ol
making th•~ Mf'l()fll, 1t"
rog1ow ln thtt~n~r1nd
to NI ¥td SIHP Wflh lhl
•11h

The PSU Ou 1door Program offers 10
s1udentsand faculty members of the
un1vers11y non-fee closses in
mountaineering, kayaking, ski tourmg
and related outdoor sub1ects.
Frequent day and weekend ou11ngs
are scheduled 1hroughou1 the school
year Summer expeditions are planned
10 the mountains and nversof the
Nor thwes1. Canada and Alaska. Long
distance kayak tours are made 10 the
islands and waterways of Bn11sh
Columbia.
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Not #t tMdMTt<Hol t1N

aowdtd•f'"'·
Not ltt rM lhOfm MJd pl.wdlts
of tM thnH>g,
But in OUl'lll/va_,. triumph
llndt#INL

Henry W. l.ongtrilow
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All thl ,.,,,,,,. run k uo tM
IH,' Yfl tM fll• 11 not full;

wuo tM p"1tt from W'IN.lltt
rlN """" CCl>lrW. flu~ tNy

tWturn.,a;n.
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F1ock1ofb irth hawt flown
high andaway. A sollrary
drift ofcloud. too. has

gont. ~ring On, And I
sit .tlorwt with the Ching·Ti()9
Pe1Jk. to'!Wringbey ond. Wt>
newrgrow t ired of erteh
o ther, rhemounralnand I.
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Thertt I l;1y 1ranng upw.,rd,

whllt! thtt ,,..,,. wheeled OWi,,

Faint 1otny4'tlncamethtt
g.thttred rumorol alJ lands:
thll ll)r;ngfr'llJ•M th• dyi ng.
the song•nd t !N Wttf)ing, 11nd
theslow ovarJ11sr1ng g~n
of ovttrburdaned trontt.

J .R.R. Tolkien
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OLD IMAGES
NEVER DIE:
THEY HAVE TO BE
PUBLICLY BROKEN.

RAYMOND WILLIAMS
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